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TS' Model 5001 All -

state of the art.
Power supplies. .PTS has a
variety of power supplies
available from the DG -1 for most
electronic devices to the high
current DG -5 Regulated Voltage
Control Center/Digital Voltmeter
with four independent variable
voltages. The MSP-501 Regulated
Microprocessor Power Supply
meets most microprocessor
needs with excellent load, line
voltage variation and transient
regulations.
Component analyzer. .for
troubleshooting components in
or out of the circuit. The Model
8001 tests capacitors, IC's,
diodes, transistors and other
components in TVs, stereos,
computers and many other electronic devices.
.
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BALTIMORE. MD 21215
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1167 Massachusetts Ave.. P.O. 371
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BUFFALO, NY 14214
299 Parkside Ave
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PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.
The Only Name You Need To Know

JACKSONVILLE, FL 32210
1918 Blanding Blvd., P.O. 7923
904-389-9952

WASHINGTON, DC
Silver Spring, MD 20910
8880 Brookville Rd.
301.565-0025
CHARLOTTE, NC 28225

2542 Lucena St. P.O. 5512

4958 Allison St., P.O.672
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SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84106
1233 Wilmington Ave
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BIRMINGHAM, AL 35201
210 N. 9th St.. P.O. 1801

PHOENIX, AZ 85009
2916 West McDowell Rd.
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MEMPHIS, TN 38118
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NORFOLK, VA 23504
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Metairie. LA 70004
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DENVER
Arvada. CO 80001
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LONGVIEW, TX 75601
110 Mopac Rd., P.O 7332

504-837-7569

214-753-4334
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2703 S. Macdill, P.O. 14301

OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73147
4509 N.W. 10th, P.O.74917

813.839-5521

405-947-2013

NASHVILLE, TN 37214
2426 A Lebanon Rd.

HOUSTON, TX 77207
4326 Telephone Rd.. P.O. 26616

615-885-0688

713-644-6793

THERE'S A
PTS BRANCH
NEAR YOU!

full line of inst,uments at all PTS tuner/module servicenters and PTS stocking distributors.
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REPORT
HP Offers First Hand -Held

"Computer"

You were warned the hand-held computer was inevitable. It has been on the
way ever since the advent of LSI. Now
its forerunner, at least, is here in the

million and earnings of $23.3 million.
Heath Company, the statement said,"
in the past three years ... has been
profitable and sales have exceeded $80
million annually." Heath has long been a

leading producer and marketer of
"build -it -yourself" electronic kits sold
through "Heathkit" electronic centers.
Recently Heath began marketing assembled small computer systems, video
display terminals, and printers for use in
small businesses and in the home.

Zenith for years has contended with

RCA for the position of the nation's

form of a hand-held calculator from Hew-

number one marketer of television re-

lett Packard with add-on devices that
give it very computer -like characteris-

ceivers. Zenith also manufactures audio
products and color and black and white
television tubes in addition to marketing
replacement parts and components.

tics.

According to HP, its new 41C

(suggested retail $295), is the most ad-

vanced and versatile handheld calculator developed by the firm. With 130

preprogrammed scientific and math
functions, plus continuous (with power
off) memory and LCD display, the 41C is
capable of accepting four peripherals to

give it printout capabilities, additional

TV Programming: On the
Upswing?
Television reception as we have
known it may soon be a thing of the past
if any of a number of experimental and
theoretical projects now in progress are
successful.

memory and magnetic card input/

If you, like many Americans, have

output.
With alphanumeric readout, users are

thought network television programming

able to label programs in English (as
opposed to numbers). The continu-

around you at the possibilities that new
and evolving technologies are spawning. Such developments, of course, hold
significant meaning for the television repair and antenna installation industries.

ous -memory feature is based on CMOS
technology and permits retention of user

programs and data in the calculator

-The British Ceefax system of

age of programs and eliminates the need

vision screen, such as horse racing tips,
recipies, television schedules, grocery

time the calculator is used, HP reports.
"Like a small computer," HP said, "the
HP -41C has decision -making power. A

program can automatically compare
data, contents, or results, and then alter
execution based on the outcome of the
comparison. It can also test two alphabetic strings for equality."

Additionally, HP said the new unitwhich is now available-has 56 flags to
enhance its usefullness. Memory modules, priced at $45 apiece, contain 64
data storage registers, or 400 lines of
program instructions.

Zenith to Buy Heathkit

prices, etc. Newspapers are watching
this development carefully with more
than passing interest.
-Atiope, the French system, is being
watched carefully during trials in that
country and in Canada. This system, in
addition to broadcasting "printed" data,
also provides "teletext" hard copy at the
TV terminal.

-In Coral Gables, Fla., next year,
Knight Ridder Newspapers plans to offer
news, activities schedules, and advertising.

-Southern Satellite Systems Inc. and
Micro -TV plan to feed cable television
companies the news from United Press

Zenith Radio Corp. of Chicago and

International, Reuters and the As-

Schlumberger Limited, owner of Heath
Company which markets electronic test

sociated Press for broadcast use.
Perhaps the most exciting development thus far is the burgeoning interest
being shown in "Personal" reception of
satellite transmissions. A recently held
seminar in Oklahoma drew some 300
interested persons to a series of lectures
and seminars on the technologies and

instruments, computer products and

consumer items in kit form, have
reached a tentative agreement.
According to a statement released by
Zenith headquarters, Zenith would pay
$64.5 million in cash for Schlumberger's
Heath division. The deal hinges on the
signing of a definitive purchase agreement and compliance with government
regulations, Zenith said.

Zenith, which has laid off about 25
percent of its U.S. workforce since late
1977 and moved many of its manufactur-

ing and assembly functions to foreign
shores, last year had net sales of $980
2 / ET/D - September 1979
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even after the power has been turned
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methods of installing "home"
earthstations for the reception of satellite television transmissions.

With developments like these progressing within our midst it is hard to
believe that television programming
quality won't rebound from the inarticulate grub being fed to the American public by the three "major" networks. ETD
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150,000 REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD SWITCH NOW TO THE
BIGGEST, BROADEST -EVER

LINE OF ZENITH UNIVERSAL
SEMICONDUCTORS covering
Zenith exact replacements plus

the most popular types in the
industry -all in a new catalog!
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103.Z9001
1
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E.CG154
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ECGi0°

c196

EcG506
0007.12

EcG501

2a.Z99 0°EC3101

121477.0'
212.Z9000

12119003
121.97.03

103.287

221.413

SK3051/158
SK3088/118
SK3083/197
SK3100/519

12129004
212-Z9000
121.9.Q3212.
88

103-131

sSKK3311195//111835

121.1029

SK3313/118
,21103810021
SK3444/123A
SK3452/108 12
2

.Z94"12.17-5.242

212.76.02

103.Z9000

212-29000

It's all under one numbering system that saves you
time and adds value to any Zenith semiconductor
you may already have in stock!
Switch now to Zenith Universal Semiconductor
replacements and see how well your shop shapes
up...your bottom line, too.
Check with your Zenith distributor for your copy of Zenith's Universal
Semiconductor cross-reference guide...and ask how you can enjoy
the convenience of our special Tube Caddy/Benchtop Organizer.

Shown here are just few of the more than
150,000 cross-references in the July, 1979
edition of the Zenith Universal Semiconductor
cross-reference guide.

ECC is a registered trademark of GTE SYLVANIA

Flom
The quality goes in before the name goes on

Zenith Radio Corporation /Service, Parts & Accessories Division/11000 Seymour Avenue /Franklin Park, Illinois 60131
Circle No. 122 on Reader inquiry Card

FROM
THE

EDITOR'S
DESK

As has been our custom at ET/D for a number of years now,
each September we begin our review of the new television
chassis.

This year our roundup article simply confirms that the trend
toward more and more digital circuitry in consumer products is
advancing at an accelerating pace. In television, for example,
we see this phenomenon in the form of digital tuning systems.
There are more on the market this year than ever before.
Also, as manufacturers look around them for "add on"
enhancements to chassis previously introduced, we find more of
them taking advantage of the new broadcast sound standards.
Several now provide FM sound systems capable of frequency
response in the 10KHz and over category.
Some of the changes in the new chassis are so new in fact
that we know about them, but have not yet received full details
from the manufacturer. RCA's new comb filter system in the
video channel is a case in point. We'll be passing that
information along to you just as soon as we receive the
technical information from RCA.
Looking ahead to the coming months, it certainly seems as if
the nature of consumer electronics servicing is about to make a
drastic transformation. In addition to television and stereo, the
impact of a growing microwave oven market is beginning to
exert itself. VCR servicing is another growth area that is making
inroads in professionals electronics serviceshops. Just over the
horizon we can see the vidio disk, with its digital/laser
technology, evolving into a potentially profitable service market
once these already popular units proliferate. It appears the only
thing holding them back at this point is a supply problem.
Beyond vidio disks is the home and small business
"minicomputer" service market that seems to hold virtually
unlimited potential insofar as opportunity is concerned in the
"consumer" electronics service market.
I don't think there is any doubt that these are times of
tremendous opportunity for the professional technician and the
professional serviceshop that stays current with the new
technologies as they evolve.
Along more personal lines, I would like to inform you that the
Chicago editorial office of Electronic Technician/Dealer is now
in a new location ... 111 East Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.,
60601. Please make that notation in your address book, it will
certainly expedite your letters and comments to us, and we do
want to encourage you to express your views and to share
information with us.
Our telephone number incidentally is 938-2338 (area code
312) in case you need to call the "editorial side" of ET/D in
Chicago. Our Duluth address remains the same.
Sincerely
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SIMPSON
261:YVON!
Choice of Professionals for Over 40 Years!
Fast accurate measurements
on 27 popular ranges

External access battery and fuse

Rugged taut -band varistor-protected
movement

Multi -purpose color -coded test leads with

compartment

combination and screw -on alligator clips

Optional 5 KV probe
K44

Audio, TV and
Communications
Service
Electrical
Maintenance

Production and
Quality Control

260-6 VOM - $95.00
260-6M with mirror scale -$98.00
260-6P overload protected -$141.00
260-6PM overload protected with

mirror scale -$ 145.00

260-6RT in roll top case - $106.00
260-6PRT overload protected in

roll top case -$153.00

260-6MRT with mirror scale in

roll top case -$110.00
COMPLETE LINE OF PROBES, LEADS, CARRYING CASES AND
OTHER ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
SEE THEM AT YOUR LOCAL SIMPSON DISTRIBUTOR

260-6XL with extra ranges and features -$111.00
260-6XLM with mirror scale -$ 1 15.00

260-6XLP overload protected -$152.00
260-6XLPM overload protected with

mirror scale -$156.00

0

KATY INDUSTRIES

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 60120

(312) 697-2260 CABLE SIMELCO Telex 72-2416
INSTRUMENTS THAT STAVACCURATE

IN CANADA: Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London Ontario
IN ENGLAND: Bach -Simpson (U.K.) Ltd., Wadebridge, Cornwall
IN INDIA: Ruttonsha-Simpson Private, Ltd., Vikhroli, Bombay
Circle No. 119 on Reader Inquiry Card
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EDS CHANGES FORMAT.
Following this year's dismal fourth day turnout,
the Electronic Distribution Show (EDS) is going back to a three-day
format --but on different days.
The 1980 edition of EDS will be
Thursday through Saturday --May 1 through 3 --in the Las Vegas Hilton
Hotel.
Previously the show was held Tuesday through Friday and incorporated space in Las Vegas' spacious convention center.

SATELLITE "MOVIE" NETWORK ANNOUNCED. An independent videotape distributor --Video Communications --has contracted with Satellite ProEram Network to provide feature length motion pictures for broadcast
to some 800,000 cable TV subscribers in 39 states.
The service is
scheduled to be in operation Saturday and Sunday evenings.
Under
the arrangement, VCI will produce videotapes at its Tulsa studio
and send them to SPN's satellite earth station near Atlanta for
transmission to RCA's Satcom One satellite.
VCI also says it will
make 14 minutes of commercial time available to sponsors of the
movies for broadcast on cable systems.
SATELLITES ARE BIG NEWS THESE DAYS. There seems little doubt that
satellite antenna technology has taken the motlight insofar as
broadcast electronics is concerned. Within a three months period
at least three nationwide, major seminars have been held on the
subject.
Last August private home earth stations --and how to build
them --was the subject of a seminar in Oklahoma City.
Last month
the prestigious WESCON show --sponsored by the western division of
IEEE --held a major seminar on satellite technologies, applications
and future systems.
This November the University of Southern
California's continuing education engineering section is sponsoring
a seminar on a state-of-the-art techniques for upcoming generations
of satellites.
RED CHINA TO IMPORT TVS.
Red China will be forced to import television sets to meet demands in that country, according to a news
statement from the New China News Agency. According to the source,
Red China hopes to produce a million of its own sets this year, but
that won't be enough to meet demand. Last year, the news agency
said, some 490,000 televisions were produced in Red China, and the
year before that about 289,000.
There will be over 17 -million videoDISC AND VCR MARKET GROWING.
disc players and more than 13 -million VCR's in American homes by
1988.
That's according to market surveys conducted by NBC.
However, in defending the strength of commercial television, NBC says
that compares with the 89 -million television sets in homes by that
time and the commercial TV viewing time will average over 47 hours
per week.

ON THE FINANCIAL TRAIL...Matsushita Electric reports record second
quarter results for both sales and earnings, including its consumer
Results were obtained largely
electronics and components group.
in Japan while U.S. operations (profitwise) lagged...Zenith Radio
Corporation meanwhile said its second quarter earnings were down
substantially from the comparable period a year earlier.
Earnings
were 12 cents per share this quarter compared with 30 cents per
share a year ago.
6 ETD - September 1979

Master the art of color with the
High -Performance NTSC Generator
The best foundation for accurate color
reproduction is an accurate and stable test

signal source. B&K-PRECISION's new
NTSC color pattern generator is all that
and more.

The B&K-PRECISION "1250" is a
state-of-the-art generator intended for
color broadcast, CATV and industrial
applications. Its simple operation also
makes it a time -saving tool for aligning
and trouble -shooting video tape recorders.
The primary pattern generated by the
1250 is NTSC color bars with or without
an -IWQ signal (occupying the lower
quarter of the pattern). Other features are
a five -step staircase pattern with selectable chroma levels; convergence dot,
cross -hatch, dothatch and center -cross
patterns; and a choice of eight color rasters (including black burst). The 1250
doesn't stop at video patterns though, it

also generates a stable 4.5 MHz sound
carrier, modulated by 1 kHz or 3 kHz signals or any external audio signal. RF outputs can be generated on channels 3 or 4,
or the standard TV i-f frequency. Each
output is crystal controlled for stability.
For trouble -shooting applications, in -

circuit analysis of custom ICs can be done
by using the NTSC bar signal and an oscilloscope to examine the inputs and outputs
at each IC pin. These results can then be
compared to that of a known good unit or
reference diagram. The presence of NTSC
sync, color bars, luminance components
and sound carrier make possible a thorough evaluation of all video circuits. The
internal RF modulator can be fed by an
internal test signal or any external composite video source. In addition, an RF output
can be selected independently of the
composite video output, so that a waveform monitor and a television receiver
can be fed simultaneously.
The B&K-PRECISION 1250 will give
you the master's touch for color. For
immediate delivery or additional information, contact your local B&K- PRECISION
distributor.

DYNASCAN

CORPORATION

B&K-PRECISION
Model 1250
$795

6460 W. Cortland Street Chicago. IL 60635.312/889-9087
In Canada' Atlas Electronics Ontario

DYNASCAN
ic

in's,

International Sales. Empire Exporters, Inc. 270 Newtown Road. Plainview. LI

N.V.11803

1250 NTSC GENTERATOR
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ENTER THE SYLVANIA
TABS 'N' TRAVEL SWEEPSTAKES

WIN YOUR SHARE OF OVER ONE
HALF MILLION TABS

WIN ONE OF FIFTY WEEKENDS FOR
TWO TO OPRYLAND USA

TNT- "Tabs 'n' Travel"... it's Sylvania's dynamite sweepstakes that will deliver well over
one half million extra tabs, good for the
goodies in our Supertab '79 Awards Catalogue* - or a bang-up weekend trip for two to
Opryland USA in Nashville, Tennessee.

WHAT YOU CAN WIN:
1 Grand Prize of 25,000 Tabs
4 Second Prizes of 10,000 Tabs
8 Third Prizes of 5,000 Tabs
250 Fourth Prizes of 500 Tabs
1260 Fifth Prizes of 250 Tabs

HOW YOU CAN WIN
Easy! Pull off the Inventory Control Tab from
a five -pack of Sylvania receiving tubes or
prepare a reasonable facsimile. On the back,
clearly print your name, your address and the
name of both your Sylvania distributor and
his salesman. Mail to Sylvania Award Headquarters, P.O. BOX 1000, Fenton, MO 63026.

If you haven't started
saving Sylvania receiving
tube tabs, what better time?
Ask your Sylvania distributor
salesman for full details
and your Supertab '79
Awards Catalogue.

*

PLUS

50 trips for two to Opryland USA
ENTER EARLY-AND OFTEN
There's no limit to the number of Sweepstakes
entries you can submit, so keep those Inventory Control Tabs rolling in to increase your
chance of winning extra tabs, or a great trip.

electronic
tubes

ELEVISION AUDIO EQUIPMENT

Sweepstakes open
September 1, close midnight
October 31, 1979.
The Sylvania Supertab '79 program is available only to dealers and service technicians.
Employees of General Telephone & Electronics,
GTE Sylvania, their subsidiaries, affiliates,
authorized distributors, or their advertising
agencies are not eligible to participate. No
purchase required. Void in Missouri, Utah and
where prohibited by law.

SYLVANIA
ET2066
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STRICTLY
BUSIOESS

How much productivity can you expect from technicians? The
computer operated by NARDA gives us some insight into that
subject.

On the average, technicians complete 4.4 jobs per eight hour
day. Since that's an average, about half the techs don't do that
well ... but half do better. If you are going to have an objective,
you would probably want to set your standard at about six calls a
day for an outside man, about three jobs a day for a bench man
who is being fed by outside men, and perhaps four to five jobs a
day for bench men who do a lot of carry in service.
The average tech completes about 84.5 per cent of the calls
with only one visit, the rest requiring two visits (or more) because
the part wasn't on the truck, or because he had to go back on a
call back, or because the customer wasn't home to receive the
technician. Again, the standard should be a little better, with
something close to 90 per cent completed on the first visit, maybe
one per cent not homes, about five per cent lack parts, and three
to four per cent for call backs.
About 45 per cent of the time, the averages say
the technician is working productively, performing work that can be
charged to the customer. That should be more like 55 to 60 per
cent.

On average, technicians spend 49.5 minutes per job. At that
rate, and figuring 15 minutes travel between jobs, they should
easily get in seven calls per day. But the objective should be more
like 40 minutes per call. Then he could get in eight calls in a day.
What would that be worth to you in a year's time? Well, that would
come to 222 calls in a year. The computer says that the average
income per call is $21.53. That comes to $4,779.66. And that's forr
just one man. If you had five men, that additional income would
come to $23,898.30. And that's a lot of money.
That's why we at NARDA stress productivity so much, why we
spend four hours at each one of our one -day Service Symposiums
showing you how to get more productivity, why we spend so much
time on this subject at our Annual Schools of Service
Management.
You can put your parts in inventory and use them at a later
date. But you can't put the man's time in inventory. You have 480
minutes of each man's time available to you each day. Use it
wisely ... or it is lost forever!

Mgr., NARDA's Service Divisio
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Nobody does it
better than \HZ
NEW SUPPLYSTSTmD0

TWO JOBS

LETTERS
HELP NEEDED:
Schematic/service literature for a BELAIR 8 track/FM stefio, Model CRH-401.
Will purchase or copy and return.
Tom Houlihan
2 Willow Rd.
Saugerties, NY 12477

I need a schematic of a Dumont oscilloscope Model 208.
Mitch Ross
Wiscasset Hardware, Inc.
Water St.
Wiscasset, ME 04578

DC Power
Supply

External DC
Voltmeters

Set desired voltage within
set current within 0.01A

0.1

V;

Measure voltages up to 99.9VDC

... cost less than other power supplies alone!
Save money. Why buy a power supply and a voltmeter when a SUPPLYST will do both jobs. Every
SUPPLYST is both a laboratory quality, fully regu-

lated source of DC power and a dual digital voltmeter. That's real versatility!
As a power supply, a SUPPLYST can be set to your

desired "voltage" and your "current limit" by convenient panel controls. Instant pushbutton reset.
You can continuously monitor either voltage or current on a clear LED digital readout.
As a voltmeter, a SUPPLYST can be used to meas-

ure one or two external circuit voltages simultaneously-even while the unit is being used as a

I need a schematic and/or manual and
parts information on a Bell Hospital Systems Inc. " Sterivision" video camera
Model QIT-101A.
I would appreciate hearing from anyone who has any such information or
can direct me to another source. I will
gladly pay copy and mailing costs.
Vincent J. Berardinelli
Jim's Radio & TV Service
110 Oak St.
Yonkers, NY 10701

We require service information for
Standard transistor radio Model SRRV600F; also, Crown TV/radio Model
CTV-15, and 5 iron dust cores for video
and sound IF trans for this model, and

address of anyone handling Eldorado
calculators.
S. G. Electronics
Middle Road, Southhampton West
PO Box 242, Mangrove Bay
Somerset 9, Bermuda

power supply!

SUPPLYSTS come with probe and one year parts

and labor warranty. Available in four models-to
meet a wide range of needs.
See your local VIZ distributor.

you could put a letter of thanks in an
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Single. 0-50VDC, 0-2A. Two
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WP -705

$240

meters 0-99.9VDC

Single. 0-25VDC, 0-4A. Two
meters 0-99.9VDC.
WP -706
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Dual. Two 0-25VDC, 0-2A supplies;

Triple. Two 0-20VDC, 0-2A supplies; 0.40VDC (series). One 5VDC
(0-4A) fixed supply. Two voltmeters

WP -707

0-99.9VDC.

0-50VDC (series).
0-99.9VDC.

Two

voltmeters
$299

WP -708

VIZ Test Instruments Group

335 E. Price St., Philadelphia, PA 19144
The VoltOhmyst company
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HELP RECEIVED.
Thank you for publishing my request for
TEKFAX 113. I've received numerous
offers and have acquired a #113 thanks
to a Mr. Jones from New York. Perhaps

large number of replies, I am afraid I
won't be able to personally reply to all
who have written me.
My special thanks to you and your
fine publication for your assistance!
Jan D. Gorandor
Jan's Solid State Service
1 Sha-Lane
Cherry Valley, IL 61016

$333

ET/D welcomes letters from readers and

tries to answer all requests in this column or individually.

NOW PRODUCED IN NEW, LARGE

Xcelite FACILITY

every electronic hand tool
you'll ever need
The new, ultra -modern Xcelite manufacturing plant ... the most

advanced in the world for producing top quality forged tools ...
is now turning them out in record numbers to meet the evergrowing demand for the world's finest family of electronic hand

tools. And at no-nonsense, competitive prices.
Employing the latest in manufacturing technology and quality
controls, with every step in the production process under one roof,
this new, large facility is continuing evidence that Xcelite ... the
pioneer that brought you so many innovations in electronic hand tool design ... is also
the front-runner in production innovations.
Whatever your needs for electronic product assembly, service, or maintenance, the
Xcelite line, finest and most diverse available anywhere, offers your best answers ...
perfectly aligned, hand -honed pliers and cutters, precision -machined screwdrivers and
nutdrivers, exclusive thin -pattern adjustable wrenches, plus dozens of related tools
and kits you might require.
It was no accident that Xcelite long ago earned ... and still holds ... "Preferred Status"
among electronics professionals. So keep expecting leadership from Xcelite ... and
see your distributor for today's most wanted hand tools made by tomorrow's
production methods.
Circle No. 109 on Reader Inquiry Card

ts\

The Cooper Group
COOPER
INDUSTRIES

Electronics Division
WELLERgWISS' XCELITE1

PO. BOX 728, APEX. NORTH CAROLINA 27502, 919/362-7511

SERVICE summa

resistors exhibits evidence of overheating, replace Q607.
both resistors are okay, replace Q609.

If

Color TV Chassis EC-No raster, No high voltage, test
procedure.

GE

Color TV Chassis EC-Vertical problem, test procedure.
Note:

Caution:
If raster is pulsating, do not permit set to play longer than a few
seconds. Check R957 and Y957.

For picture on top half of screen only, check C619 (shorted).
STEP 1: Turn set on. Does the high voltage build up and then
collapse? (Models with channel digital readout will flash on,
then off.) If this is not the problem, go to step 2.
If voltage reads 135V, check 02903.
normal and that the high voltage shutdown module has shut
0607
AUDIO
the system down.
MODULE
"A"
"B"
0605
TP180
IC301
120V.
Check: Disconnect PG39 on power supply and check
0:1 > a60.'f
If voltage reads 135V, check Q2903.
STEP 2: Check the following voltages on PG39 on the power
,0609
047

Y601

Also refer to TEKFAX this issue.

supply: +120V,

STEP 1: Check the following voltages at the sweep module.
PG10 connector: +15, +115V, -15V
PG11 connector:
-15V
If all voltages check okay, go to step 2.

+13 volts -47V
+120V

RL29
RL40

14C1.11.

TO
IF

MODULE

STEP 2: Test stages by coupling signal from vertical circuit to
audio module TP180 as follows: If signal is present, a sync
buzz will be heard out of speaker. If vertical buzz can be heard
at "A," this means IC501 is okay. At "B" this means Q601 is
okay. At "C" this means Q603 and Q605 are okay.

COLOR
MONITOR II
NEON
RL38

2

RL 36
,

"
PG37

.114g

RL39

TO

"

GROUND RETURN HORIZ
OUPUT EMITTER

+ 47V

FROM HVT
to
SCAN SUPPLIES

-15V RL12

f

+20V

10.

SIGNAL
BOARD
RL1

POWER
SUPPLY
BOARD

-15V

+200V
cvA

6

+15V

RL 30

STEP 3: Check R603 and R610 for overheating. If one or both

RCA Receiving Tubes Mean Business!
You can get all the receiving tubes you

promote your business
. Tube Caddies, service tools, technical literature
and a wide assortment of in-store signs
Nuvistors, Glass tubes, Metal tubes ... and displays.
Over 1000 types, produced to RCA's See your RCA Distributor for all your
exacting standards.
tube needs.
Pius many RCA service aids and busi- RCA Distributor and Special Products
ness aids to add to your efficiency and Division, Deptford, N.J. 08096.

need from your RCA Distributor
Miniatures, Novars, Compactrons,
.
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RCA

Receiving
Tubes

See Fig. 1. If +120V is okay, go to step 3.
No +120 volts
A Disconnect PG39 and check for +120V at Pin 1 of RL39.
B. If +120V is restored, check for shorts in horizontal output
circuit. Also disconnect PG9 to check yoke for vertical to
horizontal winding short.
If +120V is not restored, check PG29, Pins 1 and 3 for 120V
ac. No 120V ac check F3901 and R3903, then check bridge
rectifiers Y903, Y901, Y906. If okay, check regulators Q2901
and Q2903 for open circuit.

You are Invited!!!
to Examine the Prestigious,
Portable Volksmeter Collection.
Greatest selection. Smallest size. Low
prices. Greatest portability. Excellent
performance. Dependability. Reliable.

No +13 or +47 volts
A. Check R957, Y957 and SCR901 start-up circuit
B. No +12V. Check R913 and HVAD module (high voltages
shutdown circuit).

VDC, VAC, Ohms, Low
Ohms, DCmA & ACmA.

STEP 3: If +120V is okay, check voltage at collector of Q1550

(horizontal driver). Collector voltage should be +45 volts. A
lower voltage like +40V can indicate loss of drive to base of

Q1550. Check Q1550, if it's okay, then replace IC501

Three & one-half digits.
Automatic zero.
Automatic polarity.
Battery operation.*

LM -353

Circle No. 113 on Reader Inquiry Card

(countdown IC located on sweep module).

With LCD Readout
& 100 Hr. Battery Life

ZENITH
line and later chassis, 9-87 Sync-AGC module if a 9-87
replacement module is used on an 'H' line or later receiver the
picture will not have color. The reason is, module terminal U1
is connected to the ground foil of the 9-87.
On an 'H' line or later chassis the receptacle terminal U10 for
the 9-87C module is used as a tie point in the Chroma circuitry.
Therefore, the pictures will not have color if a 9-87 (no suffix) is

Measures VDC, VAC,
Ohms, DCmA & ACmA.

.

Full four digits.
Automatic zero.
Automatic polarity.
Battery powered with
charger unit included.

used because the U10 receptacle (tie point) would be
grounded. Modules 9-87A, 9-87B, 9-87C and 9-87D have no
contact terminal at point U10, so any of these may be used as
replacements on the 'H' line or later receivers.
9-87 (no suffix) module, which was originally used in `E' and
'F' lines, has been superseded by more updated versions.
Therefore, at no time recently, would you have recieved any
9-87 (no suffix) modules, either new or reconditioned, from
your Zenith Distributor. However, any 9-87 (no suffix) modules
remaining in your inventory may still be used as replacements
on `E', 'F' and 'G' line receivers where a 9-87 (no suffix) module
is removed. ETD

Circle No. 114 on Reader Inquiry Card

LM -4A
With LED Readout

VDC, DCmA, Ohms and
RMS VAC & ACmA.

Three & one-half digits.
Automatic zero.
Automatic polarity.
Battery or AC line
operation!*
Circle No. 115 on Reader Inquiry Card

RMS-350
With LCD Readout

Size: 1.9"H x 2.7"W x 4.0"D/Weight: 9.2 oz

People
Power

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL
LM -9A

LM -300

LM -3. 5A

helps

prevent

birth

defects
March of Dimes
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

LM -353.

RANGES

DC ACCURACY

RESOLUTION

=ITS

PRICES

VDC, VAC, DCmA & ACmA

+1% Rdg

1 mV

9

$134

1 mV

3

$114

1 mV

3-1/2

$155

I mV

9-1/2

2144

1 mV

9-1/2

$149.50

*1% Rdg
1, 10, 100 & 1000. 100%
over -range - 1000 VDC or
+0.5% Rdg
peek AC & IA maximum.LM-350.+0.5%
Rdg
RMS-350 displays true RMS

In VAC and ACmA modee.

30. 5% Rdg

RMS-350.

OHMS

30.5% At*

1 mV

3-1/2

$208

LM -40A

1 MI, 10 kg, 100 1.21, 1 MD & 10 NM

30.1% Rdg

100 tiV

4

$209

+0.03% Rdg

100 *V

4

$250

LM -4A

LM -353 also has 0.1 Id) range.

LM "A" Series dleplay - LED' a; LM -300. LM -350, LM -353 & RMS 950 - LCD'a.

'LED -display models-NiCad batteries and charger unit included.
LCD -display models-batteries and charger unit not included.
NLS products are available from Nationwide Electronic
Distributors. Send for our brochure today!

Non -Linear Systems, Inc.
Originator of the digital voltmeter.
Box N, Del Mar, California 92014

Telephone (714) 755-1134
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AND RCM PROBLEMS.

HELPS SOLVE GE

SYLVANIA ECG
SEMICONDUCTOR GUIDE

The newest
television circuits
TV for the Eighties

ET/D's survey of leading TV
manufacturers reveals that
most of the circuit upgrading

®

sAs

TY COMPONDAT

-10CH

has occurred in the sound and

tuning channels.
1C102

.010 AMP

By Richard W. Lay
Nineteen -eighty may be known as the
year of modification. Having
successfully made the transition from
transistor to integrated circuit signal
processing, manufacturers this year
seem to be concentrating more on the
"extras" rather than any full blown
application of new technology to
television receiver development.
Digital television signal processing for
the home still remains ahead of us.
Most of the changes in the 1980
model television lines (of the
manufacturers who responded to
ET/D's annual survey to determine
what's going on in the way of chassis
innovation) involved upgrading rather
than wholesale revision of older chassis.
There were, of course, the usual
changes associated with field trials, but
most of the innovation dealt with
localized improvement in sound
systems and electronic tuning.
Taking advantage of the "improved"
sound being broadcast by some TV
stations, i.e., anything over 5Khz, were
Sylvania, Magnavox, Zenith and RCA.
Quasar, incidentally, began this trend
toward better sound three years ago

Fig. 1 Schematic of Sylvania's new "Super Sound" module.

RCA is out with a completely new color
chassis, the CTC 100. With this unit,
available in 25 -and 19 -inch models, RCA

new electronic tuning systems, or at
least later generation versions of earlier
models, were added by Magnavox
(Touch Tune), Quasar (Compumatic II),
G.E. (Quartz Electronic), and Zenith
(Touch Command). All, of course, are
microprocessor based programmables.
RCA and General Electric provide us

becomes the second in the industry to
offer the high resolution picture detail
capabilities available through use of the
comb filter. (Magnavox introduced its
comb filter system last year, see ET/D,
Sept., 1978.)
General Electric, covered in more
detail elsewhere in this issue, is out with
a new "Energy Conscious" chassis for
its 19 -inch models. This unit features a
new quartz crystal tuning system.
While we don't have specific circuitry
information yet on the RCA CTC 100,
preliminary reports from RCA say it
continues RCA's emphasis of the
"single board, repair in the home"
philosophy reintroduced last year. The
CTC 100, in addition to the comb
(Dynamic Detail System) filter, also
features a fully programmable tuning
system (programmable up to seven
days hence), and "Dual Dimension
Sound."
Among the other major design
changes are:
-The addition of Zenith's System -3,
Triple Plus, chassis to 13 -and -17 -inch

with the major chassis changes this year.

models.

with the introduction of Dynasound. Also,

-The addition of a SAW filter system
for its IF strip (eliminating tuning coils) by
Sanyo.

-And, a new "Velocity Modulated"
picture tube for use in the new 26 -inch
set by Sony.

Sylvania
Sylvania reports its newest innovation,
"Super Sound," consists of a 6 -inch
woofer and 3 -inch tweeter to
compliment the normal 6 -inch speaker
in its E48-10 chassis. Circuitry for Super
Sound is located on a new module
utilizing one IC chip. The chip, IC102
(see figure 1), is soldered into the board
and is powered by an on -board bridge
rectifier.

A crossover capacitor, C174, is a
4Mfd capacitor which assures that only
high frequencies reach the tweeter.
Sylvania warns, however, that all of the
audio circuitry is still located on the IF
board, 02-4502-2, which replaces, and
is interchangeable with, the previous IF
board. The older IF board, 02-45021-1,
can be modified to serve the new Super
Sound module simply by connecting a
jumper between pin 12 of the sound IC
and TA -8 on the IF module.
Also new to Sylvania is its portable,
ET/D - September 1979 / 15

A full line of outdoor TV antennas
with RCA quality built right in.
Brilliantly designed for the customer and the installer, RCA Permacolor TV Antennas
offer pace -setting features for excellent reception, extra long life, and ease of installation.

Contact your RCA Permacolor Outdoor Antenna Distributor today!
ALABAMA

HAWAII

MASSACHUSETTS

NEW YORK

Birmingham R

Honolulu R W. Tully

Westwood Eastco

Albany RTA
Bay Shore LI Elec Sply.

IDAHO

MICHIGAN

Boise Oakley Whsle.
Idaho Falls Schwendiman Whsle
Pocatello Hanson
Twin Falls United Electrns. Whine.

Adrian Wedemeyer Electin. Sply.
Ann Arbor Wedemeyer Electrn. Sply.
Cadillac Hinchen Distr.
Detroit Radio Sply. & Eng.
Flint Taylor Electrn. Sply.
Jackson Wedemeyer Electrn. Sply.
Lansing Wedemeyer Electrn. Sply
Saginaw Taylor Electrn. Sply.
Taylor RCA Distr. Corp.

Binghamton Morris Electron.
Bronx NE Radio Whsle.
Bronx RIM Electrns.
Brooklyn Mill Electron. Sply.
Brooklyn Univ. Components Sales
Buffalo Morris Electrns.
Elmslord Ancar Electron. Sply.
Flushing Mannf red Electron.
Glendale Green Tele. Radio Dist.

SOUTH DAKOTA

Hicksville Brandwin Electrn. Sply.
Long Island City H. L. Dalin

Rapid City Chris Sply.
Sioux Falls Warren Radio Sply.

P. McDavid
Demopolis Poe's Electrn. Parts
Dothan Carmichael Whsle. Sply.
Mobile R. P. McDavid
Selma Poe's Electrn. Parts

ALASKA
Anchorage Team Electrns. Ctr.
Anchorage Yukon Radio Sply.
Fairbanks Yukon Radio Sply.

ARIZONA
Phoenix Arizona Whsle. Sply.
Phoenix Dalin Electrn. Sply.
Tucson Inland Electrns.

ARKANSAS
Jonesboro Bluff City Electrns.
Little Rock Frank Lyon
Mountain Home S.M.E. Corp

CALIFORNIA
Burbank Andrews Electrns
Calexico Hurley Electrns.
Chico Dunlap Electrns.
City of Industry Hurley Electrns.
Fresno Central CA Electrns
Fresno Dunlap Electrns.
Hayward Dunlap Electrns.
Inglewood Hurley Electrns
Long Beach Hurley Electrns
Marysville Dunlap Electrns
Modesto Dunlap Electrns.
Oakland Cass Electrns.
Oceanside Hurley Electrns.
Ontario Hurley Electrns.
Oxnard Hurley Electrns.
Palo Alto Zack Electrns.
Redding Dunlap Electrns.
Rohner! Park Dunlap Electrns.
Sacramento Dunlap Electrns.
Sacramento Zackit Corp.
Salinas Dunlap Electrns.
San Bernardino Hurley Electrns.
San Diego Hurley Electron.
San Francisco Hauer Electrns. Sply.
San Francisco Zack Electrns.
San Jose Ouement Electrns.
San Mateo San Mateo Electrn. Sply
Santa Ana Hurley Electrns.
Stockton Dunlap Electrns.
Van Nuys Hurley Electrns.

COLORADO
Colorado Springs Centennial Electrns.
Denver Fistell's Electrn. Sply.
Denver SDC

Fort Collins Mountain States Electrns.
Pueblo Pueblo Radio TV Sply.

FLORIDA
Homestead United Elec. Sply.

Jacksonville Seacoast Appl. Distr.
Lakeland Hammond Electrns.
Miami Sea Coast Appl. Distr.
Orlando CM Electrn. Sply.

ILLINOIS
Alton Radonics-Alton
Aurora Mainline Sply.
Champaign Klaus Radio
Chicago Howard Electrn. Sales
Chicago N Central Electrns.
Chicago Union Electrns.
Crest Hill Mainline Sply.
Oe Kalb J and M Electrns.
Des Plaines RSA Distr. Corp.
Dixon Dixon Electrns.
Elgin Mainline Sply.
Evanston Tri-State Electrns.
Freeport J and M Electrns.
Kankakee Mainline Sply.
La Salle Klaus Radio
Mount Prospect Tri-State Electrns.
Peoria Klaus Radio
Quincy Klaus Radio
Rocklord J&M Electrns.
South Holland Union Electrns. Dist
Waukegan Badger Electrns.

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus Bluff City Electrns.
Gulfport E. A. Helwick Electrns.
Jackson Bluff City Electrns.
Jackson McDonald Sales
Tupelo Bluff City Electrns.
Vicksburg Saber Electrns.

MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau Radonics-Cape
Columbia Missouri Cable
Flat River Show -Me Electrns.
Jefferson City Show -Me Electrns
Joplin SME Corp.
Kansas City Electrns. Sply.

Evansville Ohio Valley Sound
Gary Mainline Sply.
Indianapolis ADI Appl.
Indianapolis Meunier Electrn. Sply.
Jeffersonville Moakler Electrns.
Petersburg Tri-State Electrns. Parts
Terre Haute Midwest Sply. Electrns.

Kansas City Walters Radio Sply.
Poplar Blull Tri-State Electrns.
Rolla Show -Me Electrns.
St. Ann Radonics Electrns.
St. Louis Radonics Electrns.
Sedalia Show -Me Electrns.
Springfield Show -Me Electron.

IOWA
Burlington Union Sply.
Des Moines Sidles Distr.
Eldridge Klaus Radio

KENTUCKY
Lexington Radio Electrn. Equip.
Lexington The Collins Co.
Louisville The Collins Co.

LOUISIANA

Portland Commerical Dist.-Electrn.Div.

Tampa Raybro Elec. Splys.

Baltimore Fairway Electrns.
Hyattsville Mark Electrns.
Kensington Fairway Electrns.
Salisbury Std. Electron. Sply.
Savage D&H Distr.

Middletown Action Audio
Newburgh Action Audio
Rochester Morris Electrns.
Rockville Center Green Tele. Radio Dist
Schenectady Grimmer's Electrn. Sply.
Staten Island Island Electrns. Dist.
Syracuse Morris Electrns.
Troy Troy Television

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville Dixie Electrns.
Charlotte Southern Radio
Fayetteville Eastern Radio Sply.
Hickory Dixie Electrns.
Jacksonville Eastern Radio Sply.
Shelby Dixie Electrns.

NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo F. C. Hayer
Mandan J. I. Co.
Minot J I. Co.

Williston J

I

Co.

OHIO
Canton The Electrn. Ctr.
Cincinnati CDC Appl.
Cleveland Winteradio Elec. Sply.
Dayton Becker Electrns.

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga Radio and Appl. Distr.
Jackson Bluff City Electrns.
Johnson City Dixie Electrns.
Knoxville East Tennessee Electrns.

Knoxville Radio S Appl Distr
Memphis Bluff City Electrns
Memphis McDonald Bros.
Nashville Keith Simmons

TEXAS
Amarillo Nunn Elec.
Austin C S M Electrns.
Brownsville Georges Electrns. Mart
Corpus Christi Douglas Electrns.
Dallas Electrotex
Dallas Interstate Elec.
Dallas Wallace Electrns.
El Paso Nunn Elec. Sply.
Houston Art Jones
Longview Vidco Electrns.
Lubbock Nunn Elec Sply.
Mc Allen George's Electrns. Mart
San Antonio Electrotex
San Antonio Interstate Electrns.
Waco The Hargis Co.

UTAH
Salt Lake City Oscar E. Chytraus

NEBRASKA
Gering Trans Nutronic
North Platte Trans Nutronic

OKLAHOMA

WASHINGTON

Omaha Sidles Distr.

NEVADA

Muskogee Sooner Radio S TV Sply.
Oklahoma City Dutaneys
Oklahoma City Radio Sply.

Las Vegas Hurley Electrns.
Reno Dunlap Electrns.

OREGON

NEW JERSEY

Portland Double 0 Electrns. Dists
Portland North Pacific Sply.

Norfolk Priest Electrns.
Richmond Goldberg

Winchester Stinson's Electrns.

Salem J W Electrns

Longview J W. Electron.
Mt Vernon Skagit-Whatcom Elec. Sply.
Pasco Smitty's Electrn. Distr.
Seattle Fidelity Northwest
Spokane Prudential Dists.
Tacoma Wible Electrns.
Tumwater J. W. Electrns.
Yakima Smitty's Electrn. Distr.

PENNSYLVANIA

WEST VIRGINIA

Hammonton W.J.C. Electrns. S Appl Pts
Hillside Leader Electrn. Sply.
Jersey City Nidisco
Ocean Grove Asbury Electrn. Sply.

Allentown Radio Elec. Serv.
Braddock M. Leff Radio Parts
Butler Bacher Electrns.
Drexel Hill Kass Electrns. Dist.
Elkins Park AG Radio Parts

Charleston Electrn. Materials
Huntington Van Zandt Sply.
Parkersburg General Dists.
Wheeling General Dints.

Passaic Nidisco

Erie J V Duncombe Electrns

WISCONSIN

Plainfield Union TV Parts
Ridgefield Nidisco
Trenton Jackson Distr.
Trenton Nidisco Trenton
Union City Nidisco

Greensburg M. Leff Radio Parts
Harrisburg DEM Distr.
Marcus Hook Linwood Whsle.
Norristown Philadelphia Electronics

Mequon Taylor Elec.

Hackensack Nidisco

MAINE

Columbia Southern Radio

VIRGINIA

Berlin Midstate Radio Sply.
Bloomfield The Electrn. Leader
Cherry Hill Philadelphia Electrns.

Monroe CS.0 Electrns.
New Orleans McDonald Sales
Shreveport Interstate Elec.
Shreveport Southern Electrns.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Parma Winteradio Elec. Sply.
Perrysburg ADI Appl.
Solon Hamburg Bros.
Zanesville Thompson Radio Splys

Billings Interstate Distr.

Great Bend Radio Sply.
Lenexa Frank Lyon
Salina Radio Sply.
Wichita Radio Sply

Pottsville Moyer Electrn. Sply.
Wilkes Barre Shelborne Electron.

Massapequa ABP Electrns.

Elyria El -A -Co.

MONTANA

KANSAS

MARYLAND

Atlanta Southco Sales
Savannah Kings Appl. & Elec.

Duluth NW Radio
Golden Valley PRO Electron.
Minneapolis F. C. Hayer
Rochester Pace Electrns.

INDIANA

Pensacola Grace Electrn.

GEORGIA

MINNESOTA

Philadelphia HBF Electron.
Philadelphia JEM Electrns.
Philadelphia Raymond Rosen
Philadelphia Steinberg Electrns.
Pittsburgh Hamburg Bros.

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque SW

Electrns.

If the full -color insert, form number 1W5499, illustrating and describing RCA's complete line of outdoor antennas has been removed from this magazine, get your free copy
from any of the distributors listed on this page or by writing: RCA Distributor and
Special Products Division, Deptford, NJ 08096, Attn: Sales Promotion Services.

RCA
Outdoor
Antennas
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WYOMING
Cheyenne Houge Radio S

Sply.

RCA

Outdoor
Antennas
RCA's Advanced Outdoor TV Antennas for Color and Black &White Reception
MAGOLOR
RCA presents Permacolor ... the first antenna with
solid, permanent connections from elements to teed
line
the first antenna with pivofing, polypropylene
insulators
the first antenna with a weather-proof
blue and gold vinyl finish. Thereb a kill line of antennas, including Permacolor UHF-VHF/FM combinations featuring an exclusive corner reflector -bow be
UHF section
each one an easy to install, top quality performer in its class, for permanent "high fidelity"
color reception.
And remember ... Permacolor features tuned circuits which preside better performance with fewer
elements.

INI- TAT
An exciting innovation in outdoor N antenna technology has
been created by RCAb antenna engineers so that now apartment dwellers and home owners alike can have an antenna
system that will deriver the best possible N reception.
The RCA Mini -State TV antenna system is the first true
miniaturized rotating antenna system for UHFNHF, color and
black and white. It has been engineered to bring in sharp, clear

N reception in both metropolitan and suburban areas, up to 35
miles from transmitter. This compact outdoor antenna is small
enough for use indoors if desired, just 21" diameter, 7" height
and weight only 6 lbs.
AC -DC model 5MS550 also available for 12V DC and 120V
AC operation on boats, RV's, vans, and homes.
Model 5MS440

Perms -tuned circuits... an original RCA development.
Arrangement of elements forming tuned circuits results in
full -range, all -channel reception which is maintained
throughout the life of the antenna by means of solidly riveted oonnections of flexible aluminum between Cements
and feed lines.

low less material
thoxtromoly
at resists weathering for
peak performance and long
life. Entire insulator pivots and
snaps into place. Holds its element over a span of almost 6
incites, for great strength.

Combination bcw fie and annor reflector on
I rirm
models results in full range, no
compromise, all channel
reception.
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Perma-tuned Circuits (Total)
Lo VHF (Ch. 2-6 + FM)

69
16

48
11

8

6

4

6

4

4

3

3

Hi VHF (Ch. 7-13)
UHF (Ch 14-83)

20
33*

20

11

7

5

6

5

4

4

4

VHFAntenna
Coupler Built-in

17*

17*

17

17

11

11

7

6*

3*

17*

Corner Reflector Size Height and Width
Overall Length
Maximum Width
Turning Radius For Rotating
Boom Type
FM Reception Control Element
Available with Mounting Kit

59' x 24"

38" x 23"

38" x 23"

132"
108"

146"
108"
92"

38" x 23"
88"

20' x 23"
94"

108"

68"

108"
68'

20" x 23"
78"
108"
68"

12" x 23'
67"
108"
68"

12" x 26"
43"

86

198"
108"
114"

Triple

Double

Double

38" x 23"
104"
108"
75"
Single

Single

Single

Single

Single

Yes (8)
No

Yes (8)

Yes (4)

Yes (2)

No

No

No

Yes (2)
No
Yes (4BG213K or F) Nose

36

26

30

23

No
Yes (4BG20 K or F)

15

No
Yes (4BG15 K or F)

13

-

38" x 23"

39
23"
36"

97'

97^

54"

54"

Single

Single

No
Yes(4BG13 K or F)

No

Yes (48010 K or F)

_

i

-,..--i....row

VHF/FM

Outdoor
Antennas

-:-ie.:

"kilii.-,---

l'Iii-iiiii.w.iii..

30017

38022

1 -antenna

,

38013

1 -4 ft. universal tripod

27

22

17

13

9

7

11

9

7

6

4

3

16

13

10

5

4

134"
108"

77"
108"
68"

33"
97"

81"

97"
108"
75"

56"
108"

117"

164"
108"
9E'

5E'

Double

Double

Double

Single

Single

6E'
Single

Yes (8)

Yes (8)

Yes (6)

Yes (4)

Yes (2)

No

No"

No**

No**

No**

Yes(3BG13 K or C)

Yes (3BG09 K or C)

No
Yes (3BG07 K or C)

Perma-tuned Circuits (Total)
Lo VHF (Ch. 2-6 + FM)

37
12

HI VHF (Ch. 7-13)

25

Overall Length
Maximum Width
Turning Radius For Rotating
Boom Type
FM Reception Control Elementat
Available with Mounting Kit

203"
108

9t
VHFAntenna
Coupler Built-in

4

121

16t

9*
20" x 23"
22"
23"
20"

4*

--

12

16

22'

28"

19'

15"

30" x 22"

--

38 x 28"

17"

tThese are aperture reflector type antennas in which the performance cannot be judged by the number
of Perma-tuned circuits. Performance is more proportional to overall capture area as indicated by
height and width.

Each Kit contains:

3BG2/

78141

For single package convenience certain Permacolor Antennas (4BGI0, -13, -15,
-20 and 3BG07, -09, -13) include a kit of mounting hardware right in the antenna
carton. These kits include everything needed for an average installation -a boon for
do-it-yourselfers.

.....

313037

78140

213004

213009

Prepackaged RCA Antennas
With Mounting Kit

FM Only

systems the unidirec
tonal antenna, integrated solid state amplifier
with interference risen,
and motor driven antenna rotator unit completely enclosed in a
space-age shaped
plastic redone.

.

Al

ille..._.

....------

4E1036

--ce,f..

..

The heart of the RCA
Mini -State TV antenna

Hand-held remote control unit precisely aims
the antenna, for top recephon on any channel.
Exclusive direction indicator light on unit shows

Polypropylene insulators...

UHF Only

\

Single

mounting base with one
standoff installed
2 - Wood -screw standoffs

4 -3" drive screws

4 - neoprene washers

T777:7

Perma-tuned Circuits (Total)
Overall Length
Maximum Width
Tuning Radius For Rotating

50 ft. transmission line:
"K" Kits include 300 ohm flat wire
"F" Kits include low -loss 300 ohm
foam wire
"C" Kits include 75 ohm coaxial
cable with "F" connectors at
each end, plus 2 matching
transformers and weather boot
at antenna terminal end.

Break -off elements provided to extend response from channels 70 to 83.

58"
65"
43"

--Separate mounting kits are availaMe without antennas as well as a complete line of
RCA antenna installation hardware. nesting and antenna system accessories.
IDesigned to reduce interference from strong FM stations.
Break -offs provided d maximum FM reception is desired.
1 wsci.

RCA I Distributor and Special Products Division Depdord, New Jersey 06096

'reticle

5 -inch AC/DC chassis, MQ9014GY. A
black and white unit, see block diagram
Figure 2, the chassis power source for
DC operation is nine, 1.5V batteries, or
a car 12 -volt "lighter."

LLL
MM. VRTOO

TOT

_or

vARAC

vL

v.

TIMM

rr

The output of the regulator circuit is
designed to operate at 11.5VDC. A B+
adjust is located at the base of 0901.
The output should be measured at the
CRT filament where it is necessary to
maintain the 11.5VDC. An -11.5VDC is
developed from the flyback system for
use in bandswitching in the tuning
system. This chassis also develops a
350VDC B+ for the focus anode, off of
the flyback.

VCRTICAL
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TO TORINO IdarmANIA40-1111t.
MOO

CR M Oic
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Zenith
Zenith has introduced "Touch
Command," its new microprocessor
based tuning system, added Royalty
Sound, and continued the proliferation
of its Triple Plus chassis to its

ORM

-

MOT

EE

CT

TO MORZONTAL ARC BROM

01

Fig. 2 The M9014GY in block diagram form.

13 -and -17 -inch sets in the color TV line.
Also recently introduced were a series

TES

of similar chassis in its 9, 12, 19, and
22 -inch black and white line. These
chassis, basically straightforward
transistorized units, are the 9JB2X
the 9JB4X, the 12JB2X and the
12KB1X the 19GB1X and 19LB1X and
VS12/41.541:-"'
the 22LB1X. One difference in the
19GB1X is the voltage regulating
transformer in the power supply. The
secondary of this transformer is tuned
to the 60HZ line frequency.
When the secondary resonates, the
voltage increases and saturates the
core material, preventing any further
increase in secondary voltage.
In its color line, Zenith's Touch
Command, the company reports, is "the
first fully cable -ready television
receiver" with random or direct access
to VHF, UHF, and all 23 mid and
superband cable channels. It is
Fig. 3 The modular interconnect diagram for Zenith's L131C and 331 Triple Plus
available in 25 -inch consoles and
ISA

19 -inch table models.
The improved sound in the 1980 line
involves a special amplifier capable of
10 watts into 4 ohms over a bandwidth of
100-10,000Hz. Enhanced sound is
produced with two oval woofers and two
round tweeters and harmonic distortion,

chassis.

version does not have a tuner section.
This version carries a video IF section
with the SWIF, a new IF gain block IC,
and a synchronous detector.
M2 is the luminance and chroma

These are the TS970 and TS972, both
using 25 -inch, tri-potential, 100 degree

Zenith says, is less than 2 per cent.
These new Triple Plus chassis (13
and 17 -inch) consist basically of four
modules, Ml, M2, M5, and M10. M10 is
brand new and replaces the M3 and M4
modules in earlier Triple Plus chassis.
M1 is available in two versions, full or
partial depending on whether the
chassis contains a SWIF or not. The full
version contains the IF and tuner
circuits, sync, AGC, audio, and the
master scan oscillator. The partial

circuit and M5 mounts on the CRT neck.

carries a ferroresonant transformer
while the former is voltage regulated. All
three new chassis contain Quasar's
newly modified Dyna Module-the main
circuit board.
All 972 models feature Compu-matic
tuning and Dynacolor, Quasar's
automatic flesh tone color corrector. The
DTS972 features manual direct access
tuning from a keyboard and LED
channel display; the EDTS972 carries
direct access channel selection, LED

This contains video output circuits and
the CRT socket and a new mounting
bracket.

M10 combines the functions of the
previous M3 and 4 modules, including
power supply and voltage regulation
(Electronic Power Sentry).

Quasar
Quasar has three newly modified
chassis out for 1980, known as its R -line.

deflection, in -line CRTs, and the TS973,
with a 19 -inch bi-potential, in -line. The
970 differs from the 972 in that the latter
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display, channel up/down, and a
channel seek function-plus "audio

r

4'E SP''...

A

spectrum" enhanced sound.
AEDTS972 carries infra -red remote
control direct access channel selection,
up/down, seek, and remote volume
control and on-off-plus audio spectrum
sound and on -screen channel display.

DYNACOLO.RSWITCH

LOR NOT 09115,73

SPY

7071V

IRA
4110

VHf/UHF

V

NL 75 SPPOW "'S

1011 .CONTRRIOI

A 1,

SYSTEM
STEM

CRT/VIDEO OUTPUT PO
SUB

RIGHT

=Pa

OJfI

RED

ej*-411.17.-

Both the 970 and 973 chassis are also

available with numerous feature
variations.
The new R -line is similar to Quasar's
1979 Q -line except that all new chassis
feature full range customer controls with
the Dynacolor on or off. Additionally an
emitter follower transistor, Q302, has
been added for improved isolation
between the video line and IC501, the
sync and noise inverter stage.
Quasar says that all versions of the
973 chassis contain a new audio IC201.
This chip has been changed from an
AN5210 to HA1364. Eventually this
change will cover all chassis versions.
A second generation electronic tuning
system, Comput-Matic II, in manual or
remote form, has been added in some
models by Quasar. Compu-Matic is
Quasar's two -digit channel selection
system (02 for channel 2 and 36 for
channel 36). The difference between
Compu-Matic II and the earlier version is
that the latter contains the channel seek
function and a manual/automatic switch.
When the appropriate buttons are
pressed on the keyboard the seek
function causes the tuning system to
search for a station that is on the air. The

system also contains an adjustment for
skipping weak and snowy stations if
desired. During this operation the audio
is muted and the picture blanked out.
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Fig. 4 The basic block layout of Quasar's three newly modified chassis, the TS970,972,
and 973.
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Fig. 5 The power supply schematic for the MT9022W portable from Philco.
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Fig. 6 A new ceramic filter, CF3001,
replaces the transformer/capacitor tuned
circuit in the CTC97's audio channel.

AC line, a bridge rectifier
until the battery is unplugged. This
feeds regulator transistor Q901. A
prevents grounding the bridge rectifier
special B+ adjustment in the circuit
diodes through the transformer and thus should be set to provide 11.5VDC at the
discharging the battery. (See figure 5.) filamets of the CRT.
These black and white units use a 12
Another change from previous black
to 16 volt battery. When running off the and white models is a new flyback
28 / ET/D - September 1979

TO MASTER
SCREEN CONTROL

1351,7

Philco enters the 1980 model year with a
slightly modified E25 color chassis and

leading to the power transformer is open

/OFF

'ATt'

Philco
two new black and white chassis, the
B384LWA nine inch model and the
12 -inch B451WA. Both are AC/DC
models. The 9 -inch set is also common
to Sylvania where it is identified as the
MT9022W chassis.
Both models use similar chassis. One
difference from previous black and white
models is that there are now two AGC
adjustments, RF and IF.
These models are impossible to
operate in the AC mode with the battery
plugged into its socket since a switch

IS MOUNTED

ON PC SOARS

SHARP BRIGHT

1---2 BLACK LEVEL
VS -INPUT
LUMINANCE

WHITE LEVEL }SIGNAL
G. -I SIGNA
VM-OUTPUT
GA -2 SIGNAL

SIGNAL

Fig. 7 Sony's newest, Velocity Modulation,
controls electron beam scan speed in the
new 26 -inch CRT for sharper edge
enhancement in black to white, and white
to black switching.

system. It is now a tapped
autotransformer with the second anode
voltage taken directly off the top.
This provides about 300 VDC more
than the previous method of using a
secondary winding.
In its color line, Philco has made
changes in the video chroma and sync
circuits in the E25 chassis, improved
selectivity in the IF strip, and added
a new split -diode flyback transformer.
The former changes involve the
elimination or addition of certain
components and component value
changes. For instance the elimination of
two components in the chroma section,
plus the addition of new values of
capacitance, inductance, and
resistance have added to improve
chroma bandpass, better color
reproduction and fewer beat patterns.
The addition of the new flyback
assembly in the E25 results, Philco
says, in better high voltage regulation,
better tracking, more brightness and
picture drive, and greater reliability.
Essentially the circuit consists of four
multiplier diodes in series, capable of
producing 30KV, depending on
individual model requirements.

General Electric

were their CTC96 and 97 chassis-part
of the 1979 line. Both chassis are very
similar to the CTC87 introduced early
last year as part of the 1979 line.
The CTC96 uses a KRK252A VHF
"stick" type tuner. The UHF tuner is 70
position dentent. The CTC97,
meanwhile, comes in a variety of tuner
arrangements, including frequency
synthesis. According to RCA, the
CTC97 may be serviced using the same
techniques as employed on the CTC87
because of chassis similarities.
The 97 is currently used in nine 1979

models, including 13, 17 and 19 inch
screen sizes.
Here are some of the differences in
the 97 chassis. The audio channel has
been modified to include a permanently
pre -tuned, ceramic filter (see figure
6). This replaces the previously used
transformer and capacitor tuning circuit.
Additionally, the focus voltage has been
raised from 3-to-6KV to 6-to-8KV. This
has required use of a separate
connector assembly and changing most
of the values of components in the
focus/screen divider string.

with its new 26 -inch CRT, which is used

on its Alpha chassis. This CRT uses a
new circuit which Sony says is designed

to increase picture sharpness at lower
video frequencies. It is called the
Velocity Modulation (VM) circuit.
This CRT contains a new electron gun

assembly with a double section focus
electrode, G4-1 and G4-2 (see figure 7).

According to Sony, the VM circuit
develops output signals based on the
luminance amplitude and its maximum
effect is when the luminance signal
switches between black and white.
During the "switching" period, the VM
circuits develop a negative pulse as its
output.
Referring to figure 8, circuit operation
is as follows: when the electron beam is
at point A, voltage at both G4-1 and G4-2

is equal and the beam velocity is
controlled by the magnetic field
developed by the deflection yoke.
However, at point B, where the signal
switches from black to white, the voltage
at G4-1 is more positive with respect to
G4-2 because of the pulse developed by
the VM circuit. The resultant effect on
the electron beam is to speed it up. Sony

Sony

reports that as the luminance signal

Sony several months back came out

continued on page 55

GE has produced a new color chassis,
the EC, which will be used in all 19 -inch

1980 models. It brings power
consumption down from 143 -to -100
watts in this CRT size chassis, GE
reports.
Also new to GE is its all channel quartz

crystal referenced electronic tuning
system, and a new VIR arrangement
using fewer components.
The quartz crystal tuning system
eliminates the need for fine tuning, GE
says, since oscillator is phase locked
to a reference crystal. GE's second
generation VIR system uses a new
integrated circuit to reduce the number
of components and GE has added a
light sensor in all VIR II models to adjust
automatically for room brightness.
This new EC chassis uses five
modules which are replaceable and two
reparable boards.

RCA
RCA is continuing on with its frequency
synthizesed "ChanneLock" tuning
system introduced last year (see ET/D,
Sept. 1978), and in addition, has added
the AD162 black and white chassis in
the 16 inch screen size. Other new
monochromes from RCA include 9 -inch
AD091 and the 16 -inch D191.
RCA's most recent introductions,
previous to the new CTC100 chassis,

tv &radio
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Servicing early
Betamax VCR's
An overview

Here is a review of some of the

major electronic circuitry in
early Betamax units, including
a look at servo timing circuits
and key test points.
By Robert L. Goodman, CET
The purpose of this article is to introduce

you to VCR circuits and ways to utilize
the dual -trace triggered -sweep scope to

locate problems in this relatively
complicated video recorder system.
Some selected circuits and scope
techniques will be covered in detail to
help start you on your way to VCR
servicing.
Sony's Betamax One VCR format
was introduced in the U.S. in late 1975.
This is a half inch wide tape cassette
system, capable of one hour playing
time. Two video heads are used with full
frame recording. The tape is threaded
by pulling the tape out of the cassette
and around the head drum. The
Betamax One recorded track pattern is
shown in Figure 1.
The recorded, slanted tracks of this
Helical scan system are 60 microns
wide, with no spacing between tracks,
thus no guard bands. This is
accomplished by two arrangements that
reudce the cross talk effects. Luminance
signal cross talk from track to track is
avoided by the slanting of the two head
gaps relative to the tracks. This is called
the Azimuth technique. Color cross talk
cancellation occurs because of a more
involved signal phasing system
involving a comb filter. Refer to drawing
in Figure 2 for the recorded signal
spectrum of the Betamax One format.
*Block diagrams courtesy of Zenith Radio
Corp.
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The Sony two hour Betamax has the
same cassette and tape length, but the
Capstan speed has been cut in half. The
slant track pitch is now 30 microns
instead of 60. The head track has been
reduced from 60 to 40 microns. This
results in a negative guard band and
produces overlapping tracks. The
Azimuth and comb filter techniques,
however, provide adequate crosstalk
rejection. This system results in very low
tape consumption.

The Sony made machine-Note
photo of drum head closeup in Figure
3-has a very easy tape threading
arrangement. The tape guides are fixed
and the guides are at 90 degrees to the
tape motion and can be rotated for lower
tape friction. The video tape is wrapped
around the drum. A long piece of tape is

pulled from the cassette, thus isolating
the tape from cartridge feed
irregularities which results in fewer time
base errors. The tape cassettes are
good for about 200 passes (plays)
before the video quality will be degraded
significantly.
This VCR is designed to provide good
serviceability. The printed circuit boards
are very neatly arranged and hinge out
so they can be serviced from both sides.
Greater use of IC's specifically designed

for this purpose produces good
reliability. Note the photo in Figure 4, of
the case removed from the VCR in order

to clean the head, troubleshoot and
repair the system.

Technical operation
The video signals in helical recording
systems process the luminance
information separately from the color
information. The audio signal is not
recorded in the helical format but is
recorded longitudinally along one edge
of the tape. A third signal track referred
to as a "control track" is also recorded

OXIDE SIDE
AL/010 TRACK

z"

=,

III'

CONTI?,

-A If

EFFECT OF
SLANTED
HEAD GAPS

VERTICAL
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Fig. 1 The VCR track pattern

BETA MAR
RECORDED SIBMAL SPECTRUM

SS
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Fig. 2 The Betamax signal spectrum

longitudinally. The control track provides
reference pulses used to resynchronize
the spinning head to the slanted video
tracks during playback.
The spinning video heads are part of a
mechanical phase -locked -loop system.
The synchronous motor that drives the
head assembly is designed to operate at
a speed slightly faster than required for
proper playback. A fixed head picks up
the control track which tells the deck
exactly where the slanted video tracks
are recorded. A second circuit (magnetic
sensor) determines the position of the
spinning video head assembly which
has permanent magnets as reference
points. A phase detector then
determines the phase relationship of the
heads to the control track pulses. The

output of the phase detector controls a
magnetic brake which varies the
spinning head speed the proper amount
to line up the playback head with the
slanted video recorded tracks.
Electronics inside a VCR is divided
into 5 main systems.
1 -Luminance video circuits,

Fig. 4 Slant down boards aid circuit accessability

Fig. 3 View of the recording drum and tape heads
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Fig. 5 The SY-2 system circuit diagram

record and playback.
2 - The chroma circuits, record and
playback.
3 - The servo circuits that control the
spinning record/playback heads.
4 - Sound circuits.
5 - The input/output circuits. This
includes the RF tuner, IF
amplifier -video and RF modulator
unit.

diagram. A 200 KHz signal as shown in
the top trace of Figure 6 should be
found at pin 13 of IC1 during all tape
operation modes. The 200 KHz signal
shown on bottom trace of Figure 6, TP2,
should occur only in the tape rewind
mode of operation. And the 200 KHz
signal at TP1 should be present only in
the play -back and fast forward tape
modes.

SY2 system control

Chroma record signal

This circuit controls all the tape functions

The chroma record signal is processed
with IC2 (CX-133A) which is located
on the YC-L board which is located on
the bottom of the machine (Figure 7).
Some of the functions that take place in
this circuit are briefly described as
follows:
The chroma record system operates
as a record ACC (automatic chroma
level control), as a color killer, and

in the VCR machine. Some of the
functions are as follows: Auto stop,
brake release, tape threading, drum
rotation detection circuit and motor
threading. IC1 (CX-141) is the heart of
this total system and is shown in the
Figure 5 circuit diagram. Some of the
key scope check points are TP-1, TP-2
and pin 13 of IC1 as noted on the circuit

performs the frequency down
conversion to 688 KHZ.
Referring to the block diagram in
Figure 7, you will see that the video
signal is fed to a 3.58 MHz bandpass
filter at which point the chroma signal is
separated.
The filter output is then fed to the ACC

gain -controlled amplifier. This circuit is
similar to the ACC control range in some
TV chassis. This amplifier controls the
gain to keep the burst signal at a
constant level.
The ACC output goes to a frequency
converter and burst gate circuit. Also
going to this circuit is a delayed
horizontal sync input pulse. This opens
the burst gate at the proper time to allow
only the burst through. This burst signal
is then coupled to the burst transformer
and then to a crystal ringing filter circuit
which converts the burst signal to a CW
ET/D - September 1979 / 31

signal. The amplitude of this CW signal
is proportional to the amplitude of the
burst signal and is fed into pin 6 of IC2.
The filtered CW signal is then amplified
to a level high enough to drive the ACC
detector citcuit. The ACC peak detector
detects the CW signal and compares it
with the reference voltage to obtain an
error voltage. The ACC output level can
be adjusted by changing the reference
voltage.
In essence, the converted chroma
signal recorded on the tape retains the
same level relationship as did the
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Fig. 6 Top: 200Khz signal at pin 13 of IC1
Bottom: 200Khz signal at TP-2

original chroma signal. Thus, if the
recorded video tape chroma level is
different from the original TV program
(color too strong or too weak) then this
circuit may be defective.
The scope can be used to check for
the waveforms shown on the block
diagram in Figure 7. A chroma signal
should be found at pin 13 of IC2, a
delayed horizontal sync pulse at pin 10,
the 3.58 MHz CW signal at pin 6, and a
4.27 MHz input signal at pin 16. There
should also be a 3.58 MHz chroma
output at pin 18 and a 688 KHz chroma
output at pin 15 of IC2. If all input signals

check correct on the scope then IC2
may be defective. Of course, make sure
all DC power voltages are correct.

Chroma playback (IC4)
In playback mode the RF signal is
received from the RF playback amplifier.

This signal contains both the chroma
and Y -FM signal. This signal is routed
through a low pass filter which rejects
the Y -FM signal, extracting only the 688

KHz chroma signal. This point is at pin
15 of IC4 as shown in the Figure 8
circuit.
The 688 KHz signal is fed to an ACC

gain control amplifier. The DC voltage,
obtained by detecting the playback burst

signal, is also fed to this stage. The
feedback loop thus formed adjusts the
gain of the ACC amplifier so that the
burst signal level remains constant.
Sim" separate capacity stage circuits
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Fig. 7 Block diagram of the chroma playback circuitry

for the ACC detection output are
provided for each channel, the ACC
loops are independent for each of the
two heads, thus no chroma output level
is noted even if a large level difference
exists between the two head outputs.
The signal now passes through the
3.58 MHz filter and then to an emitter
follower circuit -pin 4 of ICR-and is
coupled to the comb filter, where the
cross talk component is removed. The
scope signal at pin 4 is shown on the top
trace of Figure 9. The comb filter output

inverter circuit and the burst ID circuit.
The carrier phase inverter consists of
a flip-flop and switching circuit. A 4.27
MHz Carrier signal is phase -split by the
phase-splitter transformer T15. The
output from the secondary of T15 is fed
to the switching circuit via pins 8 and 9.
The normal phase 4.27 MHz carrier is
fed to pin 8 and the out of phase carrier
to pin 9. The dual -trace scope probes
can be connected to pins 9 and 8 of
IC1007 to check on the 4.27 MHz signal
and for the phase shift from T15. The

is fed to an output amplifier and then
to the Y/C mixer.

dual -trace waveforms in Figure 13 show
the normal signals found at pins 9 and 8.

Count -down circuits
The sync separator, horizontal pulse
generator, and divide by 44 countdown
circuit form a part of the AFC loop. The;
circuit -note block diagram and scope
waveforms in Figure 10 -is located on
the YC-L board. The scope is used to
check on operation of the monostable
multivibrator (MMV) and the divide by 44
countdown circuit. The correct trapezoid
horizontal pulse is shown on the top
scope trace in Figure 11 that should be

found at pin 5 of IC5 (CX-145). The
bottom scope trace was taken at the
emitter of Q6, also located on the YC-1
board. This was scoped during the
playback of a NTSC test tape.

Phase inverter and burst ID
IC1007, shown in the Figure 12 block
diagram, contains a carrier signal phase

Note the phase shift. The switching
circuit is driven by the flip-flop output and

the RF switching pulse, both of which
are fed to the switcher through an OR
gate. As you will note in Figure 12, the
flip-flop is triggered by a horizontal pulse

and toggles at the horizontal rate. The
output of this flip-flop and the 30 Hz RF
switching pulse are applied to the OR
gate. The output of the gate is waveform

(7) in Figure 14. The 4.27 MHz carrier
output from pin 5 is fed to the chroma
frequency converter circuits of the
record and playback systems. Check
with the scope at pin 5 for the 4.27 MHz
signal to see if the IC switch is working
properly.
The 688 KHz recorded chroma signal
is phase inverted line -by-line on every
track recorded by the "A" head. When
this signal is recovered, it is necessary
that the switching phase of the 4.27 MHz

generated by a permanent magnet
comb filter circuit
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heads rotate. The phase between the
PG pulse and the vertical sync pulse is
compared and the speed of the head
disk is varied until the two signals are in
phase with each other.
stage that divides the frequency in half.
This 30 Hz signal is fed to a recording
head along the tape travel path. This
head records the 30 Hz "control track"
which will be used as a reference to
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control the servo circuits during
playback.
The head drum is belt driven by an AC

synchronous motor. The drum's free
running speed is set slightly higher than
the desired speed, and speed regulation
is achieved by applying braking action.
This brake is controlled by the Servo
System.
The Servo System controls the speed
of the head drum only. The pulse system

produces switching signals used in
carrier be phase inverted line -by-line.
Since the switching is done by a flip-flop
toggled by a horizontal sync pulse, a
signa loss due to drop -out would mean
there is a good probability that the
flip-flop will be in the wrong state at any
given line of playback. To prevent this, a
circuit is provided which determines the
state of the flip-flop relative to the
playback signal on a line -by-line basis
and resets it as required. The circuit is a
burst phase ID circuit that compares the
phase of the playback burst signal
against the 3.58 MHz stable crystal
reference oscillator. Another scope
check point would then be pin 11 of
IC1007 for the 3.58 MHz oscillator
signal. This 3.58 MHz signal is a burst
phase reference in the playback mode.
When the APC loop is locked, there is a
90 degree phase difference between the
playback burst signal and the crystal
reference oscillator. The output signal
from the reference oscillator is fed
through a 90 degree phase shift network

before it goes to the phase comparator.
This places both the oscillator signal and
the playback burst signal at the same
phase.
Whenever a phase inversion occurs
between the two signals, due to
misorientation of the flip-flop, a large
output error signal is produced at the
phase detector. This error signal pulse is
fed to the flip-flop, through the second
input of the OR gate than that through
which the flip-flop is normally toggled by
the horizontal sync pulse, and forces the
flip-flop into the correct state.

Servo and pulse systems
The head servo system is operating
while all of the video signal processing is
taking place. The composite video input

signal is fed to a sync separator which
has the vertical sync pulses at its output.

A second signal is fed to the servo
circuits from the spinning disk of the
video heads. This signal (called the
"PG" or "pulse generator" pulse) is

switching between heads A and B and in
switching the 4.27 MHz carrier.
The two video heads are mounted 180

degrees apart on the periphery of the
head disc. Two magnetic pole pieces
and PG coils, are also mounted on the
disc. The 30 PG (A) signal is used in the
drum servo system. While the 30 PG (A
and B) signals are used to produce the

RF switching pulse. Use the scope to
check for these pulses. Refer to servo
timing pulse charts in Figures 15 and 16.
The pulse generated by the 30 PG (A)

coil is amplified by the 30 PG (A)
amplifier, see Figure 17, and from there
to both the lock PG delay multivibrator
and delay MMV2. Both delay
multivibrators are one shots, toggled by
the 30 PG (A) pulse and both produce
rectangular shaped output pulses. The
output from (monostable multivibrator)
MMV1 toggles a second one shot,
MMV4, which squares the signal into a
50% duty cycle waveform. The output
from MMV4 is passed through an
ET/D - September 1979 / 33
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integrator network which converts the
squarewave into a trapezoidal
waveform. Use the scope to see if the
pulses are being processed properly in
the flip-flop and count down "chips"
found in the servo system.

fr° "'

The composite video is fed to the
sync -separator and then passed
through an integrator network that
removes only the vertical sync pulse.
This is fed to a one shot in the MMV5
which eliminates noise. The output from
MMV5 toggles a flip-flop which divides
and shapes the signal into a 30 Hz
square -wave. This signal is used in the
record mode as the control (CTL) signal.
It is also applied to a gate pulse to delay
the one shot MMV6 which in turn toggles

MMV7, the Gate pulse generator. The
gate pulse is fed to the sample gate
along with the trapezoidal 30 PG (A)
signal. In the sample gate the two
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signals are phase -compared and the
sample voltage stored in a hold circuit.
This stored voltage is amplified by DC
amplifiers and controls the drum brake
coil driver transistor.
To lock -up the Servo on playback, a
300 Hz oscillator is phase -locked to the

line frequency and counted down by a
1 /10th count down circuit which will form
a 30 Hz square wave at test point 4604.
This is a good scope test point to go to if

you encounter Servo problems. This
pulse is transferred to the tracking
control circuit where it becomes the

servo reference voltage during
playback.
The servo control circuits of a video
recorder simply compare two signals to
indicate that the video heads are in the
correct position during both recording
and playback. During recording, the two
signals are the vertical sync pulses and
the head position signal PG pulse). The
two signals should arrive at the servo
comparison circuits at the same time.
The dual -trace scope is a must for
evaluating this action. If they are not
properly timed, the servo circuits adjust
to rotational speed of the video heads
until the two signals correspond.
During playback, the same head
reference pulse (PG pulse) is compared
with the output of the control track head.
Again, the two signals are compared
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and the speed of the rotating head disk is

adjusted until the two pulses are
properly timed. Signal pulse injection
may also be used to analyze some
sections of the servo circuits that are
difficult to analyze using the scope or
other troubleshooting techniques.
Signal injection works very well when
combined with the scope for signal
tracing. Just inject the substitute signal
at the input to a stage and monitor the
resulting signal at the output of the same

stage or one that is supposed to be
controlled by the injected signal. Many
circuits in the VCR require that both the
amplitude and the waveshape of the
signals be correct. In these cases, the
use of an oscilloscope is essential. The
combination of both signal tracing and
signal injection in many cases provides
the best analyzing techniques.

Servo timing circuits
The vertical sync signal, separated from
the video input signal, becomes the
servo reference signal in the record
mode. Note block diagram in Figure 18.
The filter rejects chroma burst signal and
high frequency noise. The video output
is connected as an input to the RS -L
board. If you have servo and timing
trouble, check with the scope and see if
you are getting the proper video signal
input at this point.
The video signal is sync -separated in
the circuit between pins 6 and 4 of
10502. The sync separation circuit
consists of a feedback clamp circuit for
sag correction and a switching amplifier.
An RC integrator circuit separates the
vertical sync from the sync separator
output and triggers the noise elimination
one-shot, MMV(5), via SW(1) of 10501.
SW(1) switches to the pin 15 side for a
zero volt input at pine 16 and to the pin 14

Fig. 18 The vertical sync and CTL (control) signal circuits

side for 12 volts. The noise elimination
one shot, MMV(5), eliminates noise by
the fact that a one-shot, once toggled,
cannot be toggled again until after it has
reset itself. The external circuit at pin 17
is the time constant network for MMV(5).
The 60 Hz vertical sync signal is divided
into a 30 Hz square wave in the divide by
2 flip-flop. The 30 Hz square wave
passes through SW(3), and appears as

the gate signal output at pin 22.
The negative -going transition of the
flip-flop output becomes the servo
reference phase that is used on the
video tape control track. Thus, the
internal vertical reference signal
becomes the gate signal for control of
the drum servo.

Phase comparison gate
In the phase comparison circuit a
trapezoidal waveform is produced from
the 30 PG pulse versus that is sampled

using a gate pulse produced from either
the vertical sync signal or the internal
vertical sync signal. The gate output is
amplified in a DC amplifier to drive the
head drum brake coil. In some cases the
CTL (control) signal may drop out due to
clogging or dust on the head. In the
CTL/INT vertical sync system, the hold
voltage is fed to the DC amplifier until the
CTI signal returns to its normal state. In
this way, the influence of the CTL
drop -out on the reproduced picture is
minimized.
An NTSC color video test tape or
generator is a must for servicing this
unit, to monitor tape machine
performance.
It should be stressed that because of
the complex nature of the circuitry of
these machines, we have only touched
on a limited amount of service
information in this article. Indeed, thick
manuals are available to cover all of the
electronic service adjustments. ETD
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Intro to digital
electronics
Part V: Multivibrators and timers

A discussion of the three basic

astable circuit is usually used to produce

types of multivibrator circuits
and their application in circuits
as clocks and timer controllers.

the clock pulses found in digital
electronic devices.
There are several ways to produce
each of these types of multivibrator.
Space prevents us from considering all
of them. We will examine a few circuits
built from discrete gates and the IC

By Joseph J. Carr, CET

Thus far in this series, we have covered
the IC logic families, the various different
types of gate, and assorted types of
flip-flops. In this installment, we are
going to discuss multivibrator and timer
circuits.
A multivibrator is basically a pulse
producing circuit. There are three basic
types of multivibrator: monostable,
bistable, and astable.
As you might guess, these labels refer
to the stable states of the output possible
in each circuit. The monostable
multivibrator has but one stable state
(usually Q is LOW). Triggering the
monostable causes 0 to go HIGH for a
time, but since this is not a stable state,

0 will drop LOW again when a
predetermined time period has elapsed.
Monostables are also known as
one-shot circuits, and sometimes
(though erroneously) as "pulse
stretcher" circuits.
The bistable multivibrator has two
stable states. It can remain in either

state (i.e. Q HIGH or 0 LOW)
indefinitely. The RS flip-flop discussed in
Part III (ET/D, July p. 30) of this series is
a bistable multivibrator.
The astable multivibrator has no
stable states. It is not happy in either Q
HIGH or Q LOW states. The Q output of

the astable MV will flip back and forth
between HIGH and LOW conditions,
producing a squarewave pulse train
output signal. For this reason, the
36 / ET/D - September 1979

types. Some IC devices, like the 55 timer
chip, will operate in either monostable or
astable modes. We will not consider the
circuits in which discrete transistors and
resistors form the MV.

Fig. 1A Normal one-shot operation.

When we speak of bistable
multivibrators we are actually talking
about our old friend, the RS flip-flop.
Recall from Part II of this series that RS
FFs can remain in either state, e.g., 0
HIGH or Q LOW, indefinitely. Only

T

Ti

T21
I.._

T31

T4

commands applied to the R and S inputs

can change the output conditions.
These circuits will change state only

Fig. 1B Retriggerable one-shot operation.

when commanded to do so. If the RS FF
is in one state, or the other, then it can
remain in that state forever (at least until

the power is turned off!).
The monostable multivibrator, or
one-shot as it is sometimes called, has
but one stable state. In most circuits, the

stable state exists when Q is LOW.
When the input of the monostable is
triggered, then the output will snap HIGH
for a predetermined length of time, and

then drops LOW again. The
monostable, then, produces one pulse
at the output for each pulse received at
the input. This is why they are called
"one-shot" circuits.
There are a number of reasons why
you might want a "one -out -for -one -in"

circuit. One of the most common is to
stretch pulses. A very rapid input pulse,
even down into the nanosecond range,
can trigger a one-shot with periods from
nanoseconds to days. The duration of
the pulse, then, is much longer than the
trigger pulse. In so-called pulse
stretcher applications, the output of the

Fig. 2A 4013 Type -D FF used as a one-shot

+4.5 0

-

EC
I

06 Fig. 2B Output and capacitor waveforms.

one-shot is used to substitute for the
shorter trigger pulse.
Most monostable MVs will not
respond to further input trigger pulses
until the period of the output pulse has
timed out, i.e. the output has dropped
LOW again and the MV is once again in

the stable state. Monostables that will
not respond to further trigger commands
until the output duration has expired are
called nonretriggerable monostables.

Retriggerable monos
But some one-shot circuits are
retriggerable, meaning that they will
respond to further input trigger
commands while the one-shot is in the

An example of a monostable built from
a CMOS type -D FF is shown in Figure
2A. Recall the rules for this FF: 1) since
D is HIGH, a HIGH will be transferred to
Q when the clk line goes HIGH, and 2)
when clear goes HIGH the Q is forced
LOW. The operation of the circuit is as
follows:
1) When the circuit is at rest, Q is LOW
and any charge on C1 is drained off

through diode Dl.
2) When a trigger pulse is received by
the clk input, Q goes HIGH. When
Q is HIGH, capacitor C1 will charge
through resistor R1.

3) When C1 has charged to a
potential of approximately 2 volts,

immediately after Q drops LOW (see
Figure 2B).
But the use of D1 creates a little
problem. The charge potential across
C1 cannot drop lower than the function
potential of the diode (200 - 300 mV in
Germanium types, 600 - 700 mV in
silicon types). Figure 3 shows a modified
version of the circuit that uses a
switching transistor (Q1) to discharge
C1. The base of Q1 is driven by the
not -Q output of the flip-flop. When the
one-shot is at rest, not -Q is HIGH, so Q1

will be forward biased. When a trigger
pulse is received, however, Qgoes
HIGH and not -Q becomes LOW. This
condition turns off Q1, allowing C1 to

Cl

Flip Flop
S

o

inhibit!

Fig. 3 One-shot (Per figure 2A) modified to
allow Q to drop all of the way to zero on low.

-

Fig. 4A 555 pinouts and package.

Fig. 4B 555 Connected as a one-shot (internal block diagram).

unstable state, i.e. before it has timed
out. Consider Figure 1 to see how this
might work. Figure 1A shows the
operation of a regular nontriggerable,
one-shot MV. The first trigger pulse
causes the output to go HIGH, and it
remains HIGH for period T. A second
trigger pulse has no affect on the
one-shot because it occurs before T

the clear input thinks it is HIGH, so
the FF will force Q LOW.
4) The period that Qwas HIGH, i.e. the
period of the one-shot, is
determined by the time constant of
R1C1, and the potentials of the Q
output and the point at which the
clear input sees a HIGH instead of
a LOW.
The circuit in Figure 2A uses a diode
(D1) across resistor R1 to discharge Cl
during the period when Q is LOW. This
diode is not strictly necessary, but
serves to speed the circuit up
considerably. Without Dl, the charge on
capacitor C1 would bleed off through
R1. But this would require another R1C1
time constant (or so) before the voltage
across C1 would discharge enough to
allow retriggering of the one-shot. The
purpose of D1 is to rapidly discharge
Cl, so that retriggering can occur almost

expires.

Now consider Figure 1B. This is a
timing diagram for a retriggerable
one-shot. The output goes HIGH when
the first pulse arrives. But before T
exqires, a second trigger pulse is
received. This second pulse causes the
one-shot to retrigger, so the output will
remain HIGH for an additional period T.
Note that the total duration of the HIGH
state is not 2T, but T plus the portion of
the first period that expired prior to the
second trigger pulse, i.e. T + (T2 -T1).

T

output

reset

charge. When the voltage on C1
reaches the threshold point, the FF sees
a clear command (i.e. clear input HIGH),
and this forces Q LOW and not -Q HIGH.

Transistor Q1 then discharges Cl.

The 555
One of the most popular IC devices used
for one -shots is the 555 timer chip,

originated by Signetics. The 555 is
offered in an 8 -pin miniDlP package
(Figure 4A). A typical one-shot circuit
based on the 555 is shown in Figure 4B.
The 555 IC contains a control RS
flip-flop (FF1), two voltage comparators
(COMP1 and COMP2), a switching
transistor (Q1), and an inverter (A1).
During the rest period, when the
one-shot is not active, the output is
LOW. Since the output is an inverter, the
not -Q terminal of the FF is used. During
the reset period, the not -Q will be HIGH.
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The reset input of the 555 is active
when LOW, so to disable it, we must tie it

to V+ (i.e. a HIGH).
The trigger input (pin No. 2) is

v+

normally kept HIGH, which in this case is

defined as a potential greater than
2/3 V+. When triggering of the one-shot
is desired, we must bring this trigger
terminal down (i.e. a negative -going
transistion) to 1/3 V+ or lower. This is
the threshold of COMP2.
When the trigger terminal is brought
below the COMP2 threshold, the output
of COMP2 goes HIGH, forcing the FF
into the set condition. The not -Q
terminal, then, goes LOW, forcing the
output (pin No. 3) of Al HIGH.
With the not -Q terminal of FF1 LOW,
transistor Q1 is no longer turned on, so
Cl begins to charge from potential V+
applied to Rl. When the voltage across
Cl reaches 2/3 V+, then the output of
COMP1 goes HIGH, resetting FF1. The
output of Al then drops LOW again, and
Q1 is turned back on forcing Cl to
discharge to zero rapidly. The HIGH
period of the output is given by the
express Ts,,,.+ 1.1(R1C1), where (as
usual) R1 is given in ohms and Cl in

R

output
R2

C2
01 pF

I
==

T(high) = 0.693(R1 + R2)C1
T(low) = 0.693(Fi1)C1

F=

T

1.44

(R1 + 2R2)C1

Fig. 5A The 555 used as an astable MV.

farads.

Astable MVs
An astable multivibrator has no stable
state. It will bounce back and forth,
output HIGH/LOW, producing a
squarewave signal. The astable, then,
may be used to produce clock signals, or
as a basic oscillator in signal generators.
One view of the astable, and a method
used to produce some astable circuits, is
that it is a one-shot that retriggers itself
after the output pulse times out. Figure

5A shows a 555 connected as an
astable multivibrator. The trigger control
pin (#2) is connected across the
capacitor, so the 555 will retrigger 1)
when power is initially applied and 2)
every time the device times out and the
capacitor charge is dumped through the
internal transistor.
In this circuit, Cl is charged through

Fig. 5B TTL inverters connected as an
astable.

C

(sets freq)

TTL inverters

Fig. 5C Another configuration for TTL
astables.

R1 and R2, but is discharged through R2

only. This makes the LOW time of the
output signal shorter than the HIGH
time. These time periods, and the
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There are several IC devices capable of
operating as a clock, timer, or astable
multivibrator. We have already
discussed the 555.
Exar and Intersil make a timer circuit
called the 2240, in which a circuit similar
to the 555 circuit drives a binary counter.
The outputs of the counter drive
transistors that are open -collector. By
connecting appropriate outputs together
to a single pull-up resistor in a wired -OR
configuration, we can generate periods
that are very much longer, yet still have
the oscillator section operating at
frequencies that are easy to control.
Since there are eight binary outputs,
maximum times of 255T (where T is the
period of the 555 -like section) are
possible. Cascading two 2240 devices,
allows periods up to 65536T (2562).
The Motorola MC4024P is a
TTL-compatible bipolar device (it is not
CMOS, don't let the 4000 series type
number throw you) that will function as a
voltage controlled oscillator, or fixed
frequency oscillator, at frequencies from
2 Hz to 25 MHZ. A capacitor is used as
the frequency control element. If a
piezoelectric crystal is used, instead, the
frequencies from 2 MHZ to 25 MHZ are
possible. It is also possible to extend the
crystal range down to 1 MHz if an
external capacitor is used also.

The experiments in this section are
designed to be performed on the AP
Products Powerace 102 digital
breadboard. Also needed are a
wideband oscilloscope, and (optionally)
a frequency/period counter.
Experiment No. 1 CMOS One-shot

expressions shown in the figure.
When capacitor Cl charges to
2/3 V +, the output goes LOW, and the
discharge transistor (01) is turned on.
This will cause Cl to discharge through
R2. When the voltage across Cl drops
to 1/3 V +, the 555 will retrigger and
the cycle is repeated.
But we do not necessarily need a 555,

IC examples

Experiments

frequency of oscillation, are given by the

or similar device, to form an astable

multivibrator. We may, for instance, use
either TT1 or CMOS gates or inverter
circuits as the active elements. In the
former case, incidentally, it is common
practice to use NAND gates (i.e. 7400)
connected with both inputs shorted
together, effectively forming an inverter.
Figures 5B and 5C show typical TTL
astable multivibrators capable of
oscillating to frequencies up to 20 - 25
Mhz (although top end frequencies of 5
Mhz are more realistic). Both of these
circuits are RC oscillators, so their
stability at high frequency is marginal. In
many cases, however, we find that the
capacitor is replaced with a piezoelectric
crystal, so the circuit will oscillate on
the crystal frequency.

Connect the circuit of Figure 2A, using
the pinouts shown and a CMOS 4013 IC.
Fig. 6 Figure 2A modified to allow
retriggerable operations.

Let R1 be some value between 500 k
Continued on page 55

CAN YOU FIND THE SERVICE MANUAL
IN THIS PICTURE?
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It's there. Inside a unique compartment right
on the back of the set. Something special from
General Electric.
Every one of our retail color models built
since June, 1977 has included its very own
Mini Service Manual.
And it's specially -designed, just for you.

Look for our MINI -MANUAL. Because
when it comes to repairing one of our TV's,
GE wants to be there when you need us.
And where you need us.

IT'S OUR BUSINESS TO MAKE
YOUR BUSINESS EASIER.

The MINI -MANUAL is accessible from
the inside, where only you can reach it. And
it's got all the things you need to make repairs
fast and easy. You get a schematic diagram,
parts list, symptom repair information and
adjustment instructions.
We've even included a directory of our
Replacement Part Centers with their telephone numbers. Just tell us what you need
and charge it to your VISA, Master Charge
or GE Open Credit Account. Our computerlinked network will get you the parts fast.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

GE for 1980
A new chassis and a new tuning system*

A thoroughly revised chassis
and a quartz crystal reference,
phase -locked -loop tuning
system without any fine tuning
or AFT are features of the GE

line for 1980.
By Walter H. Schwartz
New developments from General
Electric for the 1980 model year include
a new "Energy -Conscious" 19 -inch
chassis, EC, an all channel quartz
crystal referenced electronic tuning
system, a refined more versatile VIR
color control system and a
programmable, "dual mode"
microprocessor remote control system.
The new EC chassis will appear in all
19 -inch GE sets for 1980. It consists
primarily of five circuit boards mounted
vertically on a chassis frame. With 28kv
on the picture tube, it consumes an
average of 100 watts compared with 143
watts for its predecessors. GE feels that
the lower power dissipation and vertical
mounting of components for improved
air flow contribute significantly to
component life and reliability.
All of GE's 25 -inch consoles and most
of their 19 -inch line use the new quartz
electronic tuning system. Three different

channel selection methods are
available: an all -channel one knob
system, a random-access keyboard,
and a microprocessor "dual -mode"
remote control. All local oscillator
frequencies are locked to a reference
quartz crystal by phase -locked -loop
circuitry; there is no fine tuning.
VIR II uses a new integrated circuit to
reduce significantly the number of
components in the system. All the sets
with VIR II also have a light sensor to
automatically adjust brightness and
For schematics of the EC chassis and the
ET -82 and MP -82 tuning systems see this
month's TEKFAX.
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Fig. 1 The new EC chassis.

light.

AGC, AFC, sound detector and a video
preamplifier.

Now for some specifics: first, the EC
chassis and then the quartz tuning

Audio module

contrast levels with changes in room

system.
With some manufacturers returning to
the more difficult to service single board
concept, primarily because of connector
problems, GE has stated that they have

attempted to strike optimum balance
between reliability and serviceability in
the EC chassis. It utilizes five
replaceable modules, two repairable
boards and a number of chassis
mounted components. All components,
modules and boards are mounted on a
vertical heat sink/chassis for good
cooling air flow.

The IF module
The IF Module contains two transistors
and one IC. A MOSFET with a gain of
about 12dB is used as a preamplifier and
is followed by two stages of amplification

in the IC with about 40dB more gain.
Other functions in the IC are a
synchronous video detector, RF and IF

The audio system of the EC chassis is
even more straightforward than the IF.
The module contains one IC which
functions as limiter, quadrature detector,
DC volume control, a power amplifier,
and a voltage regulator. Most of the
external components on the module are
for audio feedback and stabilization.

Power supply
The power supply is a repairable, not
replaceable, circuit board. It contains the
basic bridge rectifier, a startup SCR, a
+135V pre -regulator, a +120V
regulator, six scan rectifiers, and a
+15V regulator. Power supply outputs
include: +120V dc for the horizontal and
vertical deflection, +46V and +13V for
startup, +15V regulated for the signal
and sweep modules, scan derived
-15V for tuners, +47V for buffer,
sweep and tuner, +20V for audio and
+8V for tuners, a flyback +200V dc
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Fig. 3 Power supply start-up circuit.

Fig. 2 The EC chassis scan derived supplies.
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Fig. 4 High voltage shutdown circuit.

supply for RBG outputs, 5.5V pulse for
pilot lamps and +105V dc for the shutdown system (see Fig. 2 and TEKFAX).
Both the +120V dc and +15V dc
supplies are conventional series
regulators with zener references. The
control for Q2903 (see schematic in
TEKFAX) is a thick film unit, preadjusted
and sealed to produce a constant 120V
across its divider.
Disregarding the degaussing action,
the start-up action is as follows (Fig. 3);

the 120V regulator system begins to
operate and turns on start-up SCR901
producing +46V on the +47V line to the
horizontal driver and a +13V for the
sweep board to start the horizontal and
vertical oscillators. Now, since the
horizontal sweep system is operating, it
produces + 47V from the scan supply
which takes over the driver and + 13V
loads after shutting off SCR -901.

HV shutdown
A combination of too much beam
current, sensed in the return of the
flyback HV winding, and too much +15V

1

?

ATV

154

Fig. 5 Sweep module block diagram.

dc, flyback derived, will trigger the SCR
on the thick film shutdown circuit and
ground the +13V source stopping the
sweep oscillators and shutting down the
scan derived supplies. The +120V
supply and the SCR -901 startup begin to

function, but the + 13V supply stays
inoperative until the +12V supply is
shutoff and completely drained (Fig. 4).

Service notes
Both the +15V and the + 120V
regulated supplies have overload
current protection. No external current
limiting is necessary when servicing the
horizontal output stage; removal of a
short will restore supply operation. The
scan derived supply diodes have series
2.2 ohm resistors which act as fuses to
protect the horizontal output transformer
in case of diode failure. Disconnects can
be used to localize defects; RL12
connects HVT sweep energy to 6 scan
diode circuits; RL29 connects ac line
voltage to power supply board; RL35

provides -15V and + 15V to sweep
module; RL 36 provides +20 volts to

audio module and +20 volts to audio
module and -15V to IF module; RL38
provides -9V, -47V and -15V to tuner.
RL 39 provides +120V to horizontal
output transistor, +47 volts to horizontal
driver and +13V to oscillators.
These can isolate both power supply
components and other circuitry.

Sweep circuitry
Most of the sweep circuitry is on the
sweep module (Fig. 5). The horizontal
driver and output transistors are
mounted on a chassis heatsink.
Sync is fed via the noise gate and sync

separator to a phase detector, part of
IC501 which also receives a flyback
pulse for comparison. IC501 contains a
voltage controlled oscillator which has
its nominal frequency of 503.5kHz
determined by a ceramic resonator. The

503.5kHz is divided by 16 to produce
31.469kHz, and then by 2 to produce the

horizontal frequency of 15.735kHz
which is fed to the horizontal driver. The
31.469kHz is divided down to 60Hz by
the vertical timer which in turn drives a
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ramp former, the output of which goes
to vertical amplifiers, followed by driver
and output stages.
The high voltage assembly on the
right (viewed from the rear) side of the
chassis contains the horizontal output
transformer, driver transformer, output
and driver (buffer) transistors, the
pincushion transformer, focus pot
centering pot, and the screens pot.
Driver collector supply is +47V and
output collector supply is + 120V.
Outputs are 28kV dc high voltage,
focus voltage of about 6kV dc, boost
800V dc and pulses to scan and flyback
supplies. The CRT heater supply is
flyback pulse and a similar supply lights
the pilot lamps. (For basic horizontal and
vertical trouble -shooting procedures,

see Service Seminar this issue.)

Signal module
The signal module is a repairable board;

it is not intended to be replaced.
Composite video is processed by a
handful of transistors and an IC that
performs the color processing functions.
(See TEKFAX)
Composite video is fed to RL5 through
C200 and to Q220, which amplifiers the
negative sync video, inverts it and drives

the differential amplifier Q201, Q203.
Q200 is biased by the same network
which biases Q220 and is fed partly
integrated composite video. This is
amplified, inverted and fed to the sweep
(for sync) and to the VIR board. Q201
and 0203 are a gain stage, controlled by
dc inputs from the pix control (R4291),
the LDR (R1920) and the brightness
limiter (0210 and Q212). Pix control
voltage is fed to Q203 base, and to
chroma sub gain, pin 18 of IC300, to
provide chroma tracking.
The video output at R213 is ac
coupled to Q205 which splits the video
into a high frequency component (from
the collector coupled through C254 and
R258 to R257), and a low frequency
component (coupled from the emitter
through L253 and R257). When the
sharpness control is at minimum
resistance, the current gain is at
maximum and the high frequency gain at

the collector of 0207 is maximum. At
maximum sharpness control resistance,
the high frequency gain is at a minimum,
while low frequency gain at the emitter
remains relatively constant. Hi and Lo
are added at R257. Preshoot and
overshoot are controlled together to give
an increased apparent peaking control
range as viewed on the picture.
The signal from R257 is ac coupled to
Q207 which amplifies, inverts and feeds
delay line 12261. The delay line is
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Fig. 6 MP -82 control module.
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Fig. 7 MP -82 block diagram.

terminated at both ends to prevent
ringing and feeds 0209, another
amplifier, which has a 3.58MHz trap and
some peaking in its emitter. Q209 feeds
positive sync video (without 3.58MHz)

to emitter follower 0211 which is ac
coupled to EF Q213.
From the base of 0213 to the CRT
cathodes, the signal is dc coupled. The
black level of the video signal from which

burst has been removed is clamped
during burst only at the base of emitter
follower Q213 (by clamping transistor

Q262) to a dc level determined by
brightness control R296 and brightness
centering R271. Q262 is turned on by
the burst interval pulse from R373 and
emitter follower Q26, and adjusts
(clamps) the voltage on 0213 base to
the voltage on C263 during each back
porch period. R241 constantly tends to
draw the base of Q213 more positive,
but the clamping action holds it down.
Video from 0213 emitter is mixed with
horizontal blanking from 0280 and
associated networks and the resultant

The wideband amplifier and prescaler
module amplifies the UHF -VHF tuner
oscillator outputs and divides its input by
256. The amplifier consists of three
highly fedback stages and an ECL
prescaler IC capable of operation to over
1000MHz. The prescaler is followed by
an output buffer.
The MP82/MMP82 tuner control
module sets up the tuner and the
degrees, 12 degrees and 20 degrees for channel number display with information
B -Y, R -Y and G -Y respectively, because entered by the keyboard. The
microprocessor 01C90 accepts
the 3.58mHz oscillator produces
approximately 90 degree vectors to the keyboard information and outputs
channel selection information to 1C10.
demodulators.
The frequency synthesizer, 01C10,
Electronic tuning
gets a signal from the 256 prescaler. The
synthesizer divides this input by an
GE's new "Quartz" electronic tuning
integer equal to the channel oscillator
system offers three different electronic
tuning systems: The ET82-all channel, frequency in MHz giving a constant
one knob, the MP82-microprocessor, 3906.25Hz output if the tuner is on
all channel, programmable with remote frequency. The divider output is
compared with a reference which is
control, and the MMP82-manual
4.0MHz divided by 1024 (also
microprocessor with random access
keyboard. These systems are modular; 3906.25Hz) and the comparator output
on Pin 10 goes HIGH if the divided input
repairs may be made either by
is higher than the divided reference, or
replacement or repair of boards.
LOW if the divided input is lower than the
The modules used with the EC
chassis, as necessary to assemble the divided reference.
The amplifier built into the synthesizer
various systems, include an on -off
module, a standby module, a wideband (input on 01C10 Pin 8, output Pin 9)
along with feedback circuit OR18,
amplifier module, a tuner control
0C18, and 0C16 and input impedance,
module, the ET82 control board, a
OR19, integrates the comparator
receiver module, and a remote control
output. The integrator output is filtered
transmitter.
by 0012 and its associated
The on -off module uses a triac to
switch the set on and off. It is the same components to remove the 3.9kHz
comparison frequency. 0008 is then
as used in previous models.
The standby module (standby power used as a voltage amplifier with a range
of 9.5 to 30V to drive the tuning voltage
and interconnect module) has several
for the electronic tuner.
functions. The Hi -Lo switch
The synthesizer divider integer, which
(PQ22-PQ24, see TEKFAX) takes the
is equal to the oscillator frequency in
Hi -Lo control signal and switches its
MHz, enters 01C10 in binary code on ten
output from +15V, 20µa high level to
pins, PO through P9. Because the
-15V 1µa low level for the tuner Hi -Lo
oscillator frequency is always an odd
switch.
number, the input P0, pin 23, is always
The U -V switch (PQ33, 37, 39)
switches +15V to either the VHF or UHF HIGH. Input P9, pin 12, is logically the
same as the U3V switch. The P9 level
tuner.
The +30V tuning supply is derived by comes from the section of 01C40 which
latches the microprocessor output 0-.
PR12 and PY12 from the +47V supply.
The remaining programming inputs P1
Audio control is developed by RR64
through P8 (01C10 pins 22-20, and
and PY66. Initially, forward biased to
17-13) are driven by microprocessor
-0.6V, increases in control current
greater than 5.5mA will begin to reverse outputs R1, through R8 (01C90 pins 1,
and 28-22) through pull -down voltage
bias PY66 and the audio control
dropping resistors OR193-0R219.
voltage can rise with control current.
The ET82 tuner control 82 position
Standby control power is rectified by
switch manually performs functions
PY1 and PY2, and regulated by PQ5.
The +9V, tuner +15V, microprocessor similar to those of the microprocessor
and the keyboard for the ET82 control
+15V, AGC, On -Off control, audio
control, and tuner control voltages and board. Information given here on the
operation of SIC10 also applies 01C10
currents are distributed by the control
above.
module. In the MMP82 system, +15V
The frequency synthesizer SIC10 is a
for the microprocessor is jumped from
the tuner supply.
continued on page 55

R350 with VIR information added is fed
to the base of Q350. The change in
emitter dc voltage causes Y350
resistance to vary. The chroma sees
Q350 as a common base amplifier. The
collector of Q350 then has chroma with
variable phase. This signal is fed
through emitter follower 0340 to the
individual demodulator input phase shift
networks. These networks shift 0

Fig. 8 The MP -82 is controlled by this
"memory disc."

Fig. 9 The switch fingers are operated by the

raised sections on the disc.

signal is fed to Q407 emitter follower.
Q407 drives the emitters of the R, G and

B output transistors Q401, 0403, and
Q405.
The R, G, and B output emitters have
dc biasing networks for CRT cutoff since
the CRT has internally connected G 2's

(as well as G l's, which are near
ground, all for maximum arc protection).
The chroma processor IC300 is the
same as used in AA chassis. It features
adjustable APC, fixed ACC, fixed killer,
fixed chroma bandpass, and fixed
individual (differential) inputs to the
demodulator. Tint, color and color
tracking are dc controlled. The tint
control system has been moved to the
chroma circuit because the APC system
does not respond rapidly enough for VIR
circuitry (preference). The chroma from
IC300 pin 19 is fed to Q350 through a
phase shifting network C341, C358, etc.
Y350 acts as a variable resistor to
change the phase of the chroma in the
network. The dc tint control voltage from
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West Nyack, NY 10994. Ask for Book

IC's, calculators, books, translators,

BULLET111

News Catalog #9, and enclose a

hand-held games, backgammon, chess,
car computers and more. The complete

BOARD

interest to the electronics professional or
enthusiast, this catalog features books

"Practical Design with Solid State

schematic diagrams, troubleshooting
color TV servicing, home electrical repairs, digital integrated circuits, solar

stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Filled with a wide range of titles of

on digital test equipment, reading

Devices" by Mannie Horowitz can be

of considerable value to the trou-

energy, microelectronics, and tape recorder serving. Included are books of re-

bleshooter. You don't want to redesign
your problems, but the design information presented here is a basic and com-

pair shortcuts and troubleshooting
timesavers, reference works listing

plete treatment of circuit operation,

component values and symbols, identification characteristics, wiring codes

which can be of great assistance when
troubleshooting. It covers oscillators,
amplifiers, power supplies and filters,
feedback circuits, coupling methods and

and more, guides to setting -up an elec-

tronics servicing business, books on
solid-state electronics, as well as books
on many aspects of computer technol-

other design problems from a "workbench
practical, standpoint.
Hardbound, 528 pages, $18.95 from
Reston Publishing Company, Inc., A

ogy. All titles listed in this catalog are
fully described in capsule summaries.

The 1979 edition of Advanced Computer Products Catalog is now available. The catalog is a reference guide

Prentice -Hall Company, Reston, VA.

A catalog of new electronics titles is
now available to interested technicians,

engineers and hobbyists from the

for both large and small users of computers and peripherals. Also featured is a

Parker Publishing Company.

new section of "intelligent computer

Requests for this free Book News
Catalog should be sent to Mr. Joseph
Schaumburger, Assistant Vice President, Parker Publishing Company, Inc.,

Products and Gadgets." The catalog offers a complete range of products including personal computers, business com-

puters, software, floppy disks, media,

The one place to buy

high grade parts, tools,
tape heads, brand name
test equipment...and save!
Plus plenty more, send for FREE catalog

EXAMPLES

NEW!!!
BECKMAN
Digital
Multimeter

ACMC VoAt
1000! to 1500L

1'r

ContAlurty lune
2000 hrt hasten

mononues1

o Cooplessssr-es

LOWEST PRICES

$100
IktooAr 3(10,

0 'C A/C Current
IDOnIA lo 10A
IlModerr 310)

$130
WocAr 31,

conductor test
lunctron

92 page catalog is available for only
$1.00 to cover postage and handling.
Please send to: Advanced Computer
Products, 1310 E. Edinger, Santa Ana,
CA 92705.

Technical Training in Communications is the subject of a catalog from the
E. F. Johnson Technical Education Center. Johnson offers residence courses in
basic electronics and communications,

advanced technician training specifically on the Johnson land mobile product line and "JETPAC's" a self-taught,
audio-visual package on several specific products. Courses remaining to be
offered in '79 are a six week Basic Electronics and Communications course and
the two week course for more experienced technicians. For more information
write: E.F. Johnson Company, Technical Education Center, 299 Tenth Ave.,
S.W., Waseca, MN 56093.

A new short form catalog on fuses,
fuse clips and blocks, fuseholders and
circuit beakers is now available from Littelfuse, Inc. The eight -page catalog lists

concise technical information and pricing for the complete Littelfuse line of circuit protection devices. A literature request form included within the catalog
describes additional literature available
and provides a convenient way to order

it. A free copy of the catalog may be
obtained from your distributor or by writ-

ing Littelfuse, Inc., 800 E. Northwest
Highway, Des Plaines, IL 60016.

A catalog of "factory -direct" parts/
utility bins for storage and transport is

available from Kole Enterprises.
Seventy-two sizes of bins for the plant,
office, warehouse, and repair or service

shop are described plus storage files
ILIFAFF-f!

and steel shelving for the office. For a free

LCG 396

copy write: Kole Enterprises, Inc., PO
Box 520152, Miami, FL 33152.

mu work all videor
resumed
VTR
by Sony. J.V.C.,
Panasonic and other
inal or manufacturers.
11

A new catalog which contains infor-

Provides stable NTSC standard color

Full field IOW insertion, on/off control of chrome & luminance.
C Simultaneous check & adjust for static & dynamic convergence
via crosshatch patterns.

$795

Great Mr all applications; TV, CB,

Microprocessors, Logic, ALL, etc.

LIST 5109900 - LIMITED STOCK
Probes included

LIST 5995 00 - LIMITED STOCK
All Leader Instruments are backed by a 2 year warranty.

To order coil TOLL FREE:

(800)423-5336
In Gablornia Call

(800)382-3663

mation, technical specifications and illustrations of all current products marketed by Phillips Test and Measuring
Instruments, Inc., in the United States
and Canada has been announced. The
listing groups products by category for
convenience. These include: oscillos-

copes, counters and counter/timers,

(21S) 881:0338

recorders, signal generators, and radio

ELECTRO\ICS

and TV service equipment. A list of

7241 Canby Ave Reseda, Calif. 91335 USA

ceive a free copy of the catalog write to:

6135-7054022

"Our Service Makes the Difference"

Telex 181011 ORAPARTS LSACable Address. ORAPARTS Los Angeles

PTMI sales offices is included. To rePhilips Test & Measuring Instrument,

Inc., 85 McKee Drive, Mahwah, NJ
Circle No. 116 on Reader Inquiry Card
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HITACHI OSCILLOSCOPES
Single and dual trace, 15 and 30 MHz. All four high sensitivity Hitachi
oscilloscopes are built to demanding Hitachi quality standards and are
backed by a 2 -year warranty. They're able to measure signals as low
as lmV/division (with X5 vertical magnifier). It's a specification you
won't find on any other 15 or 30 MHz scopes. Plus: Z-axis modulation,
trace rotation, front panel X -Y operation for the dual trace models, and
X10 sweep magnification. And, both 30 MHz oscilloscopes offer internal
signal delay lines. For ease of operation, functionally -related controls
are grouped into three blocks on the color coded front panel. Now here's
the clincher: For what you'd expect to pay more, you actually pay less.
Suggested list price of our top line V-302 dual trace 30 MHz is only
$945.00. The other models comparably less. Check our scopes before
you decide.

Hitachi...The measure
of quality.

V-302 30 MHz Dual Trace
$945.00
V-301 30 MHz Single Trace $745.00
V-15215 MHz Dual Trace $695.00
V-151 15 MHz Single Trace $545.00

HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi America.Ltd.

For more information, contact
Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.,
175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797
(516) 921-7200.

0
TTPT

POSITION
s- NON

VAPIABLE

s

VOLTS/DPI
2

1
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More
sensitive to
your input.
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REPORT

A function generator can be one of the
best friends you'll find when working in
audio circuitry, substituting clock signals
in digital circuits, or even in checking
performance specifications and parameters of your own test equipment.
And to be sure, the impact of microelectronics has brought a new influx of

When driving a 600 -ohm load, the unit
will produce a variable + 5Vdc maximum
at the Hi jack and 50mVdc maximum at
the Lo output jack. The TTL output is a

these units into the consumer elec-

range pushbuttons generating 10Hz,

non -variable square wave locked in
phase and frequency with the square
wave found at the Hi and Lo output.

Frequency is controlled with five
100Hz, 1KHz, 10KHz and 100KHz. Con-

tinuous downward frequency adjustments from these fundamentals may
be obtained through use of the frequency
vernier. The vernier is marked in .1 incre-

ments from .1 times and range switch
setting all the way up to the full setting.
Another of the front panel pushbuttons is the dc offset. When pressed in
the waveform selected via the mode
switches can be varied up to ±2.5 volts
from ground. With the dc offset switch
"off," the signals at the Hi and Lo output

iftw
FLJNClit...)71

soot to

jacks are symetrical with respect to
is

41!)

ground. The TTL output is independent
of the dc offset control at all times.

The sweep feature of the 2001 is
employed by applying an external volt-

age to the "Sweep In" jack. When
employing this fundtion, the frequency at
all output jacks, including TTL, is varied
depending on the amplitude of the voltage input. A positive voltage applied to
the jack causes an increase in frequency
while a negative voltage has the reverse

effect. A zero to 10 volt sweep signal
Ill&

a*

can effect a 100 to 1 frequency change.

For More information about this instrument, circle
150 on The Reader Service Card in this issue.

The overall average distortion of the
2001 is less than 2 per cent. The unit is
fuse protected and the fuse is easily ac-

tronics marketplace at low price levels.

cessible simply by removing the top

CSC's
Model 2001
Functional
Generator
With sweep

One of the lowest priced units we've

cover. Power consumption is rated at 6

been able to locate is Continental Spe-

watts. ETD

cialties' 2001 "sweepable" function
generator.

For $150 this unit carries a "sweep"
function with a sweep ratio of 10:1 over
its linear range. The 2001 is variable

from 1Hz to 100KHz continuously
through front panel push buttons and
frequency vernier dial.
Attractively packaged in a bench port-

Specifications
Frequency: 1Hz to 100KHz in five decade
ranges; 10:1 dial calibrated ±5% of setting at
10Hz, 100Hz, 1KHz, 10KHz
THD: Sine, less 2%; Triangle linearity
better than 2%; Square ± 2%; TTL square
wave rise and fall times under 25Nsec.

able, light weight, plastic case and

By Richard W. Lay

cover, the 2001 is built around four ICs,
including the 12 -volt regulator chip and
an 8038 chip which serves as the sine,

triangle and square wave generator.
This square wave output then feeds a
7400 buffer stage which drives a TTL
output jack.
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Sweep: 100:1 maximum; 10:1 linear range; 0
to 10V Sweep input.

Outputs: Hi, 0.1-10pp open circuit; 0.5-5pp,
600 ohms. Lo, 100mV open circuit; 5-50 mV,
600 ohms. TTL drives 10 TTL loads
Offset: Switch selectable; ±5V into an open
circuit; Maximum offset (AC +DC before
clipping) ± 10V Hi or ± 1V Lo setting into open
circuit, or ±5V into 600 ohms.

The 2001 is controlled via ten front
panel pushbuttons, the frequency vernier, a dc offset vernier, and an amplitude control. It is ac operated. It has
three output jacks, TTL, Hi and Lo, a
sweep input jack and two ground jacks

Power: 6 watts

for use with the output and sweep input.

Weight: 2.2 pounds.

Size: 10 by 3 by 7 inches.

Our heat gun is light, tough
and very easy to control. You get
easier handling with precise
hot air direction and built-in
durability.

Weighing only 13 ounces,
including its 3 -wire cord, the heat
gun sits comfortably in your hand.
Its handle stays cool even during
long hours on the job.
You can put the hot air stream
exactly where you want it because
the nozzle is smaller. And the four
baffles that are included with the
gun adapt it for a wide variety
of uses.

There's a 3 -way trigger switch

with hot and cool positions. The
nozzle temperature reaches 750°
800°F in seconds. And you can
get our optional stand to hold
the heat gun securely in several
work positions.
In its high impact, heat resis-

tant molded case, the heat gun can
withstand the rigors of industrial,
service shop or laboratory use.
Iiy our versatile, economical
heat gun for everything from shrink
tubing, to reflow soldering, to
repairing plastics. You'll see why
half of our heat guns are bought
by or on the recommendation of
a satisfied user.
For our new catalog, write to
Ungar, Division of Eldon Industries,
Inc., PO. Box 6005,
Compton,
CA 90220.

The Heat Gun.
For Precise Control
Of Hot Air.
Circle No. 121 on Reader Inquiry Card

new
PRODUCTS

A new digital multimeter, the Model 164,

has been announced by Keithley Instruments. It offers five functions, 0.6 in.
display, color coded push button switch-

ing, input protection to 1400 V on all
voltage ranges, and up to 300 VRMS on
resistance ranges, a one-year calibration
cycle , up to 1000 hours battery life on
"C" carbon -zinc batteries and a calculated MTBF of 20,000 hours. The price is
$149.00.

Frequency Counter
Circle No. 132 on Reader Inquiry Card

The Soar FC-841 is a seven -digit multifunction frequency counter that covers
the 10Hz to 50MHz range and features a
tilt -view stand, a steel case and a 0.3 -in.

Digital Tool Kits
Circle No. 130 on Reader Inquiry Card

Continental Specialties Corporation has
adjusted the suggested resale prices of

both of its Logical Analysis Test Kits
downward. LTC -1, the Standard Logical

high LED readout. Supplied with four
AA batteries, the counter also can be

age (based on 120/140vac) and ±20%
for frequency. Normal factory settings
are one half these limits but other settings can be requested at no charge at
the time of purchase. All versions are
suitable for indoor or outdoor use. Each
unit is reportedly computer analyzed,

plugged into an ac outlet or a car's

power aged, and shake tested to ensure
reliable operation. The L series includes

cigaret lighter. The FC-841 has a gate

the L15 rated at 15 amps resistive or

time of 100 msec or 1 second and a
sensitivity of 30 my rms up to 30MHz,
decreasing to 60 my rms at 60MHz.
The time base stability of the counter

1.5hp at 240vac. Pricing for 1 to 9 units is,

L15 (120vac), @$174.95. Dealer inquiries are invited.

Analysis Test Kit now carries a is 3 ppm from 68° F to 86° F. The
suggested resale of $205; the LTC -2
High Speed Logical Analysis Test Kit is

now $235. The LTCs feature instruments from The Logical Force", CSC's

series of circuit -powered digital

instrument also features a switch for
selecting the kHz or MHz ranges. The
FC-841 is supplied complete with batteries, antenna, and test lead. The price
is $90.00.

trouble -shooting instruments, compati-

ble with most available logic families.
Each LTC includes a DP -1 Digital
Pulser, which is a probe -size pulse

Power Line Interrupter
Circle No. 133 on Reader Inquiry Card

G T Industries has announced the intro-

duction of a new protective device. L

adjustments were effective April 2,

Series Line Interrupters are intended to

1979.

prevent damage to a wide variety of

Circle No. 131 on Reader Inquiry Card

electrical and electronic equipment, in
cluding computers, CRTs, and laboratory instrumentation, by disconnecting
power when the source goes out of spec
in voltage or frequency. A varistor transient suppressor also filters the output to

(2.8V) or low (300mV) excitation. In
addition, both ac and dc current can be
measured from 0.1pA up to a full 20A full
scale. Measurements are displayed on a
0.43" LED display. Pushbutton controls

further protect equipment. The unit is
connected between the power source

are provided for all ranges and func-

and the protected equipment. A re-

protection from up to 6KV spikes or voltages up to 500V on resistance ranges. It
is supplied complete with test leads, in-

sponse delay avoids false triggers, and
once tripped, the power remains inter-

rupted until a button is pressed. Trip
points are internally adjustable with
nominal ranges of +20%-30% for volt48 / ETID - September 1979

digit benchtop digital multimeter, Model
1351, which can measure ac or dc currents up to 20A. The Model 1351 is an

from +- 100µV to 1200V, ac volts from
100µV to 1000V RMS and resistance
from 100mO to 20M0 with either high

16 pins on built-in LEDs; either an LP -1
(in LTC -1, good to 50nsec and 10MHz)
or LP -3 (in LTC -2, captures pulses as
narrow as 6nsec, typical, pulse rep rates

DMM

Data Precision has introduced a new 3V2

has 34 ranges and can measure dc volts

clips onto DIP ICs and simultaneously
displays the logic state at each of up to

ment of accessory tips and cables; complete instruction and application manuals; and a custom -molded carrying case.
Each kit weighs 23 ounces. These price

Circle No. 134 on Reader Inquiry Card

accurate (0.1% basic accuracy), full function DMM which sells for $199. It

generator and is used as a digital signal
injector; and LM -1 Logic Monitor, which

to 60MHz) Logic Probe; a full comple-

DMM with 20 AMP current
range

tions. The Model 1351 offers electrical

structional manual, certificate of conformance to NBS Standards, spare fuse
and 1 -year warranty.

Anti -Static Spray
Circle No. 135 on Reader Inquiry Card

Chemtronics has announced the availability of Stat-Free, an anti -static spray

that has been in the R & D stage for
some time. Reportedly, tests have prov-

en that Stat-Free, which neutralizes
static electricity generated by friction

I

tools used with static -sensitive IC's eliminates the stray static discharges which

can ruin these components. For shop
and field use, Stat-Free is available in
economical 16 oz. (454 gram) cans from
authorized Chemtronics distributors.

Oscilloscope Calibrator
Circle No. 136 on Reader Inquiry Card

For maintenance and calibration shops,
the new TE303 Oscilloscope Calibrator

waveform enables the overshoot/undershoot characteristics of both the

internal and external amplifiers/attenuators to be set up. The frequency of
these waveforms is 1kHz, and the amplitude is adjustable in calibrated steps to
match the conventional switched input
range (1-2-5) sequence from 0.1mV per
division to 50V per division. A front panel
control selects one of three most commonly used graticule heights (6, 8 or 10

divs.). For time base calibrations, the
frequency is crystal controlled to better

by Zu-Tech provides a convenient than 0.01%. the timing marks are posi-

star

means to check oscilloscope perfor-

and low humidity, has no adverse effect
on any substance whatsoever. It may be
used to eliminate static and its accompanying dust and dirt, on devices such

mance. It is a source of calibrated amplitude signals, precision timing marks and
fast -rise pulses for response bandwidth
determination. Two waveforms are provided for calibration of the oscilloscope's
Y inputs. The trapezoidal waveform has
sloping edges suitable for checking trig-

ger level performance, and the square

tive going 1V pulses and the period can

be adjusted from 100nS to 0.5S in a

1-2-5 sequence. Risetime and
bandwidth performance can be checked
using the fast -rise square wave output.

This output has a risetime of less than
2nS and is capable of driving a 50 ohm
termination. The price of the TE303 is
$935.00.

as data entry terminals, visual display

terminals, magnetic tape and disc

1GHz Frequency Counter

drives, computer printers and decol-

Circle No. 137 on Reader Inquiry Card

lators, CRT screens, disc surfaces and
anywhere else static build-up is a problem. Useful on panel meters and oscilloscope faces, it prevents inaccurate
readings which may be caused by static
charges. Spraying the workbenches and

Hewlett-Packard's Model 531A Univer-

sal Counter extends its 100 MHz frequency measurement range to 1GHz
with a new Option 003. This expanded
measurement range opens up uses for

HICKOK TEST INSTRUMENTS

rHICKOK

New Digital
Mini-Multimeter

Oscilloscopes
30 MHz Dual Trace

ic
I

Reg. $995.00
Our Price

Ac

MODEL 532

incl. probes

15 MHz Dual Trace
MODEL 517

Lowest
Price

Reg $695.00
Our Price

$590 00.incl.probes

MODEL LX303

Big 1/2" high LCD
display

Use indoors or out
200 hour 9V battery life
Auto zero, Polarity,

15 MHz
Triggered Sweep
MODEL 515

Overrange Indication

100 mV DC F.S. sensitivity
19 ranges and functions

Call TOLL FREE

(800) 645-9518
In N.Y. State call (516) 752-0050

"We Will Beat Any
Advertised Price"

Reg $495.00
Our Price

$425.75 incl. probes

Before you buy, check our prices...

FORDHAM

RADIO SUPPLY CO.. INC
855R Conklin St.

Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

YOUR ONE STOP DISCOUNT CENTER
Master Charge, Bank Americard, Visa, C.O.D.'s accepted.

FREE

11111111111111VISA

ADD $3.00 TO COVER
SHIPPING, HANDLING
& INSURANCE. N.Y.
Res. add approp.
sales tax.

Send for new 1979 catalog of over 3,000 items ... 164 pages of test equipment,
CB tools, tubes, components and electronic supplies.
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tion 002, battery and charger, $225.
Model 531B is the 531A in a metal,
rack -mountable package: $950 (battery
not available in 531 B).

ple of less than 10 mv., shortcircuit current limiting, and a front panel 4.5 to 6.0
VDC calibration adjustment. The price of
the MSP-501 is $99.95 with a one-year
limited warranty.

Microprocessor Power Supply
Circle No. 138 on Reader Inquiry Card

Digital Multimeter

PTS Electronics, Inc., has announced a

Circle No. 139 on Reader Inquiry Card

new piece of equipment designed to
meet the power supply needs of most
the 531A in new areas of design, produc-

tion and maintenance of equipment for

communications, navigation and FM
and TV broadcasting. The 531A also
measures low frequency pilot tones to a
high resolution in communications sys-

microprocessors and other similar electronic devices. The MSP-501 reportedly
offers excellent load and line voltage variation regulation, and transient protection. The unit is a fully regulated 5VDC

power supply with an output current

tems. Because it measures input capability of up to 5 amps. Features inwaveform period and inverts the measurement to display frequency directly,

clude a new hybrid regulator and output
circuitry for high reliability, noise and rip -

the 531A achieves a resolution of at
least seven digits (0.0001%) in mea-

Model 30LC by Data Tech is a new 31/2
digit, six function DMM with a basic accuracy of 0.1%. It offers, reportedly, over
1300 hours of battery life with average

surement time of only one second, from

use of all functions (on alkaline bat-

1Hz up to 1GHz. The 531A, without
extra cost options has measurement

teries). Features include ac and dc volt-

functions of frequency, frequency ratio,

0.1 ohm resolution, a diode test feature,
automatic zero and polarity, and over range display blinking. Options include a

age and current ranges, resistance to

period, period average, time interval,
time interval with delay, time interval average and will totalize events. U. S. price
of the Model 531A is $800. Option 003, 1
GHz frequency extension, $250. Option
001, high stability time base, $100. Op-

10 amp current range, RF probe, high

voltage probe, and a demodulator
probe. Price of the basic instrument is
$159.00.

High Power Speaker
When a color TV
picture fades, or when
the black -and -white is
erased by a cathode -to -

filament short, "save"
the tube by installing a
Perma Power Britener
... Boost, Isolation,
or Combination.
There's a Perma Power
Color Brite model for
just about every picture tube ever made.
You'll look very good
to your customer when
you and Color Brite extend picture tube life
for months.
Pick up a

supply from your
Perma Power
distributor!

COLOR BRITE
WHEN THE PICTURE LOOKS GOOD

YOU LOOK GOOD.

PERMA POWER®

Electronics inc.
5615 W. Howard Avenue
Chicago, IL 60648
Telephone: (312) 647-9414

Circle No. 123 on Reader Inquiry Card
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A musical instrument speaker capable
of handling up to 300w peak power has
been introduced by Oaktron Industries,
Inc. The model M15Y2, is reportedly designed for bands, electronic organs, and

musical instruments requiring extreme
ranges of amplification, with a heavyduty magnet and matched voice coil on a

heat resistant aluminum form. The
model M15Y2 is available with normal 8
ohm voice coil, but can be ordered with
any desired impedance. The M15Y2 is a
nominal 15 in. round speaker, with standard EIA mounting centers, for all new or

replacement requirements. A 21/2 in.
voice coil diameter and a 108 oz ferrite
magnet provide a continuous power rating of 150w RMS. nu)

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH,
BECKMAN'S NEW DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
KEEP GOING.

Featuring new continuity function.
If you've ever been troubled by a faulty multimeteror had to use one that wasn't quite up to the tougher jobsyour troubles are over. Now there's the Beckman line
of digital multimeters. A new generation of 31/2 -digit
models that combine superior reliability with highly
versatile features.
Features like a unique continuity test function. With
Beckman's new Insta-OhmsTM' quick continuity indicator,
you no longer need an analog VOM for fast, convenient
continuity checks.
There's also 10 -amp current ranges, in -circuit resistance measurement capability in all six -ohm ranges, a
dedicated diode test function, and up to two years normal
operation from a common 9V battery.
The Model TECH 310 with all these features,

7 functions, 29 ranges, and 0.25% Vdc accuracy is only $130.
The Model TECH 300 with 0.5% Vdc accuracy, but
without the continuity function or the 10 -amp current
ranges, is just $100.

Whichever model you choose, you get a multimeter
that won't let you down. There's exceptional overload and
6kV transient protection, plus ruggedness to take a
6 -foot fall and to come up working.
So get the Beckman digital multimeter that performs
and keeps on performing. No matter how tough the
going gets. For information on the complete line and
accessories, write or call your local distributor or the
Advanced Electro-Products Division, Beckman
Instruments, Inc., 2500 Harbor Boulevard, Fullerton,
CA 92634, (714) 871-4848, ext. 3651.

BECKMAN
Circle No. 107 on Reader Inquiry Card
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DEALER'S

SHOWCASE

the talk button located on the side of the
unit and begin your normal phone conversation. The Muraphone can also be
used as an intercom from the standard
telephone instrument at the base station
to the remote unit or to screen incoming
calls (the incoming call is automatically

ohms impedance, the Model 30 boasts
dispersion of 160 degrees. The cabinet,
which measures 24-1/2 in. high x 15 in.

placed on "hold" while using the intercom to the remote unit).

dated the Model 20 with new vinyl walnut
grain finish on both the cabinet and baf-

The Muraphone operates in a range of
up to 700 feet. The communications sys-

fle board. The Model 20 carries a

wide x 10 in. deep, features walnut
grain finish. The baffle is also finished in
vinyl walnut wood grain. In addition, the

Home Audio Products Group has up-

suggested retail price of $89.95.

tem employs a unique simplex technique which is covered in pending patent
applications.

Weather Alert Radio
Circle No. 155 on Reader Inquiry Card

A new weather alert radio designed to
monitor both warning tones broadcast
by the National Weather Service broad-

800 MHz Mobile Radio
Circle No. 152 on Reader Inquiry Card

casting network is being offered by
Motorola Communications and Elec-

E. F. Johnson Company, Waseca, Minnesota, has announced the addition of
the Fleetcom II 880 FM two-way mobile

tronics, Inc. The Motorola Weather Alert

Radio meets the institutional specifications set forth by the National Wea-

radio to its 800 MHz product line for
Business and Industrial applications.

ther Service. The unit is crystal con-

trolled for reliable rt reception and

The Fleetcom II 880 provides 10 watts of

utilizes integrated circuitry for increased
reliability. Even in areas where rf interference is present, the FET (Field Effect
Transistor) front end reportedly provides

talk power in a completely transistorized, one piece die cast aluminum
chassis. Critical circuits are voltage regulated to ensure frequency stability. No

"warm-up" time is required and there

are no tubes to fail. The transmitter
features ± 2.5 PPM frequency stability.

Only one high stability ± .00025%
TCXO channel element is required per
channel for on frequency communications under all operating conditions. Adding a channel is as simple as plugging
in an additional TCXO. Optional accessories available with the Fleetcom II 880
include two external speakers, a number

of versatile mounting configurations, a
Call Guard tone squelch, various microphones, a two channel capability and a
117/234 VAC power supply. Use of this
power supply permits the transfer of the
Fleetcom II 880 between mobile and
control station without modification.

Speaker System
Circle No. 154 on Reader Inquiry Card

Jensen Sound Laboratories Home
Audio Products Group recently intro-

superior intermodulation protection. A
switch on the radio allows it to be oper-

ated in either a "monitor" or "alert"
mode. In the "alert" mode, the radio operates silently until a severe warning is in
effect. The "monitor" mode permits con-

duced its newest product, the Model 30.
A 10 -in., three-way system, the Model
30 is the big brother to Jensen's Model
20. The newest addition to the Jensen
home products lineup, the Model 30 is
priced at $169.95 each. The Model 30

features a 10 -in. high -compliance
woofer, a 3-1/2 in. high -compliance, direct radiating midrange driver and a 2 -in.
direct radiating tweeter. Reportedly designed to handle up to 50 watts of power,

the Model 30 has a stated frequency
response of 32Hz to 20kHz. Crossover
points are at 1 kHz and 4kHz. Rated at 8

Cordless Telephone

tinuous reception of weather forecasts.
As an extra safety feature the monitor is

Circle No. 153 on Reader Inquiry Card

available with an emergency power

Mura Corporation has introduced the
Muraphone, a cordless telephone sys-

supply that allows it to keep playing for
hours should the power go out. A flashing, red light on the front of the radio lets

tem with a suggested retail price of
$89.95. The Muraphone is an answer
only, cordless telephone allowing freedom of movement in, around and outside the home. The system consists of
an ac powered base station and a rechargeable battery powered mobile unit
that is compact, lightweight and can be
easily clipped to a belt or put in a pocket.
A beep signal at the remote unit lets you
know when the phone is ringing. To answer, simply extend the antenna, press
52 / ET/D - September 1979

the user know if the battery inside is
weak.

Record Cleaning System
Circle No. 156 on Reader Inquiry Card

A new low priced record cleaning system packaged in self-contained impulse
counter display has been introduced by

Robins. This system called "Record
Sweep" incorporates a "quick -fill" coy -
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automatically. If you do not wish to receive the Selection, or if you
want to order one of the many Alternates offered, you simply give

instructions on the reply form (and in the envelope) provided
and return it to us by the date specified This date allows you at
least 10 days in which to return the form. If, because of late mar'

delivery. you do not have 10 days to make a decision and so
receive an unwanted Selection, you may return it at Club ex
pence.

To complete your Trial Membership. you need buy only four
additional monthly Selections or Alternates during the next Id
months. You may cancel your Membership any time after you
purchase these four books.

All books-including the Introductory Offer-are fully retur cable after 10 days if you're not completely satisfied.
All books are offered at low Member prices. plus a snub
postage and handling charge
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Club?

Here are quality hardbound volumes, each especially designed to help you increase your know-how,
earning power, and enjoyment of electronics. Whatever your interest in electronics, you'll find Electronics Book Club offers practical, quality books that
you can put to immediate use and benefit.
This extraordinary offer is intended to prove to

you through your own experience, that these very
real advantages can be yours...that it is possible to
keep up with the literature published in your areas of
interest, and to save substantially while so doing. As
part of your Trial Membership, you need purchase as
few as four books during the coming 12 months. You
would probably buy at least this many anyway, with-

out the substantial savings offered through Club
Membership.
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nu ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
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Please open my Trial Membership in ELECTRONICS
BOOK CLUB and send me the 6 books circled below. I
understand the cost of the books I have selected is
only $1.99 for all 6, plus a small shipping charge. If
not delighted, I may return the books within 10 days

and owe nothing, and have my Trial Membership
cancelled. agree to purchase at least four addiI

tional books during the next 12 months after which I
may cancel my membership at any time.
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To start your Membership on these attractive
terms, simply fill out and mail the coupon today. You
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Phone

will receive the 6 books of your choice for 10 -day

inspection. YOU NEED SEND NO MONEY. If

Address

you're not delighted, return the books within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be cancelled without
cost or obligation.

City

State
ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

Zip
(Valid for new Members only. Foreign and Canada add 15'6.)

T-99

Circle No. 110 on Reader Inquiry Card
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pact unit (2 in. x 2.25 in. x 3.75 in.) has
an extruded, solid aluminum case with

black matte finish that houses the
solid-state integrated electronics, high
gain antenna, sensitivity control, on/off
lamp, and the dual advance -warning
media (light/sound). Actual range of the
Sidewinder XK varies with ambient conditions, but the average is stated to be
roughly six times the "reach" of the best

police radar, whether stationary,
ered reservoir which feeds metered
amounts of moisture to a plush velvet
cleaning surface. Individual fibers reach
down into the grooves to loosen and pick
===

a4

v..

up accumulated dust particles. The

'

'3,

THE
POWER TO
COMMUNICATE
WHEN YOU
REALLY NEED TO.
When communication is vital,
you can depend on Marconi's
HF SSB marine radiotelephones.
They are backed by Marconi's
75 -year tradition of excellence.
Both the CH100 and the more
powerful CH150 are 100% solid
state, have a built-in power supply
and the advantages of an output
meter, mode switch and floating
ground.
For reliability, year in and year
out, choose a Marconi CH 150 or

"Record Sweep" record and stylus care
system catalog #41-049, which comes

packaged in a high -impulse P.O.P.
counter display of 12 units to generate
high volume sales carries a suggested
list price of $3.35.

moving -car, or handgun. The complete
Sidewinder package includes the detector and the universal 4 -way mount op-

tions (visor, dash, windshield or trim strip). A special adaptor is now available

that permits permanent wire -in to the
vehicle's electrical system. All Sidewinders are stated to be thoroughly burned in prior to shipment. Each unit carries a
one-year warranty. Price: $149.50.

Projection TV
Circle No. 157 on Reader Inquiry Card

Video Concepts, Inc. has developed a
line of home projection TV systems with
projectors and screens housed in bars,
bookcases and -tables. The Concept
5050 projection is housed in a coffee
table of hand rubbed real wood finish
and features full fidelity speaker systems and optional AM/FM stereo -and
8 -track player. The screens are available in four, five and six foot diagonal

sizes. The Concept 5050 retails for
$2995.

Telephone Patch
Circle No. 159 on Reader Inquiry Card

CH 100 transceiver. marconi
You'll communicate. canada

Please communicate more information

on CH150 D CH100 to:
Name

XK Police Radar Detector

Address
City

State

Zip

Tel.

canadian marconi
company
Distributed by
MARCONI AVIONICS INC.
6306A N. Armenia Ave., Tampa Fl. 33604

(813) 877-7746
Circle No. 108 on Reader Inquiry Card
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Circle No. 158 on Reader Inquiry Card

Vox -A -Phone is a new Vox switching
telephone patch by Vox Systems Inc.

Developed to allow telephone usage

Rigel Systems has announced that a

thru a two-way radio system it's stated

new generation of their Sidewinder -SK
Radar Detector is now available. It has a
new front-end design that reportedly reduces false alarms to a minimum, plus
advanced circuitry to provide protection
against the new K Band Coded -pulse
guns now being used by the police. It

features are: AC powered, output

offers "Fore & Aft" monitoring, with a

tronic switching base, three minute
timer, phone cradle, reset button for

single unit (patents pending), and monitors both the X and K Bands. The com-

switching; 5 wire universal switching,

Mic output; same as preamp Micuniversal, speaker input; 8 ohms, Internal speaker; 8 ohms, phone line input;
600 ohms, power supply 115Vac or 12
Vdc, will work with either a relay or elec-

extra time, automatic shut-off. ETD

GE
continued from page 43

24 pin CMOS integrated circuit with
built-in oscillator, frequency divider, and
phase comparator circuits. The crystal
reference frequency is set with an
adjustable trimmer capacitor SC24 to
4,000,000 -±15Hz.
The inputs to the board are the three
power supply voltages, the oscillator
signal from tuner through the wideband
amp and prescaler, and the information
for channel selection.
The outputs from the board are the
bandswitching voltages and the tuning;
voltage (Vt).
The MM55110 synthesizer, SIC10,
receives a local oscillator signal from the
prescaler (which divides by 256). The
channel select information enters SIC10
on nine pins. This binary channel select
information corresponds to the local
oscillator frequency in MHz. (Example:
Channel 2, local oscillator 101MHz,
binary code 0001100101.) This binary
code is generated, except for the 2° bit,
by the ET82 mechanical switch. The
channel select code will allow the
synthesizer to select a divider chain
which will, in turn, provide an input to the

number display segments, loss of on/off
or volume control function. Failure of
IC10 affects tuning voltage; failure of
IC90 affects bandswitching, tuner
B+,channel display. Wideband
amplifier failure results in loss of tuning
voltage.
The IC's and the microprocessor plug
into sockets for easy substitution.

Odd service hints
Remove seven screws to remove the
cabinet back. The chassis positions for
service by releasing two screws,
engaging the service support arm and
tilting back; all modules and boards can
be released for inspection by the
removal of one to three screws.
Remember the "Mini Manual." Each
GE color TV has in its cabinet a Mini
Manual containing schematics, parts list
and ordering info, adjustment and
convergence information, service and
troubleshooting information, power
supply data, a block diagram, a
B +distribution chart, safety information
and component location information.
Don't forget to replace it when you are
through-you might want it again. ETD

6. Press P1 and release, while timing
the output period. When
approximately 1/2 of the time is
measured in step no. 5 has
elapsed, press P1 again.
7. If the circuit is retriggerable, then
the time measured in step 6 will be
longer than in step 5.
Experiment no. 3 Retriggerable
one-shot.
If you performed the previous
experiment correctly, you will have
noticed that the circuit of Figure 2A is
nonretriggerable. The output pulse
duration is the same no matter how
many trigger pulses arrive before the
time-out period is expired. We can
modify the circuit of Figure 2A according
to the changes shown in Figure 6,
however, to add retrigerability. In this
case, Q1 and R2 are added, so that the
trigger pulse can cause Q1 to discharge
C1.

Without oscilloscope.
1. Turn off Powerace 102 and wait for
L2 to go out.
2. Press P1 and observe L2. Use a
sweep second hand or stop watch
to measure the period of the
one-shot (time L2 is on).
3. Repeat steps 6 and 7 in Experiment

phase comparator that is always
3906.25Hz when correctly tuned. The
other input to the phase comparator is

DIGITAL V

the 4MHz divided by constant 1024 (i.e.,

that the time constant of the circuit is

TV CIRCUITS

3906.25Hz). The output of the phase
comparator then controls the tuning
voltage via an amp in SIC10 and two
external transistors (SQ12 and SQ8).
The remote transmitter output is

dependent upon these values. If you are
using only the Powerace 102, then you
will have to measure time durations with
a sweep second hand (or stop watch). In

continued from page 29
reaches 50 per cent of its white level, the

infrared, modulated by an eight bit pulse

train at a pulse frequency of 35.3kHz.
The remote receiver detects infrared
radiation. The light detecting pin diode is
followed by one stage tuned to 35.3kHz,

two untuned stages and a Schmidt
trigger output to the tuner control
module.

Tuning system
troubleshooting
The remote transmitter may fail
completely or suffer reduced range. The
most likely causes are a weak battery or
defective infrared diodes. The remote
receiver can cause a total loss of remote

control. Standby module defects can
result in a loss of tuning and/or
bandswitching voltages to the tuner. The
on -off module can prevent the set from
turning on or prevent it from turning off,
once on. The likely component failures
here are the triac and relay.
Failures in the tuner control module
can cause loss of tuning and
bandswitching voltages, loss of channel

no. 2. ETD

continued from page 38

and 1 megohm, and C1 5 - 35 µF. Note

that case, opt for higher values for
R1/C1 so that the duration(s) will be
longer.
1. Connect the trigger input (pin no. 11
on the 4013) to the P1-0 output on

the Powerace 102.
2. Connect the Q output (4013 pin no.
13) to the L2 lamp on the Powerace
102.

3. Turn on the Powerace 102. L2 will
probably turn on at this time, but will

go out in a few second.
4. Press P1 and note L2. L2 should
come on for a period of several
seconds (up to 60 seconds if
maximum values for R1/C1 are
used), and then go out.
5. Repeat step no. 4, but time the
output pulse (i.e. period when Q is
HIGH -L3 on -) using a sweep
second hand or oscilloscope time
base. This is normal one-shot
operation.
Experiment No. 2 Is the circuit of Figure
2A retriggerable?
Perform the steps in Experiment no. 1.

But add the step below.

beam decelerates back to its normal
trace speed, "thus minimizing the gray
scale between switching levels." A
similar action occurs at point C, in
switching from white to black where
beam speed this time is decreased due
to the controlling VM pulse.
The overall trace time of a horizontal
cycle remains unchanged with this
system.

SAW filters
The past 12 months has witnessed a
larger migration of manufacturers to the
surface acoustic wave (SAW) filter
(ET/D, August 1979) method for
maintaining proper intermediate
frequency passband requirements.
Zenith was first to employ these devices
on a large scale several years ago.
Also employing SAW filter IF strips are
Toshiba, with SAWs in its complete
1980 color line and Sanyo.
These devices have been included in
Sanyo's newest 19 and 13 inch screen
size models and both models also
feature one chip video signal processing
and a new in -line, slotted mask, black
matrix picture tube. ETD
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cussing)
RATES: 45 cents per word (minimum charge, $15).

SONY -PANASONIC -RCA -ZENITH -EXACT

PICTURE TUBE MACHINE

REPLACEMENT PARTS -LARGE INVENTORIES -SEND PART OR MODEL NUMBERS -WILL UPS OR COD -GREEN TELE
RADIO DISTRIBUTORS, 172 SUNRISE
HIGHWAY, ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N.Y.

We buy and sell NEW AND USED CRT rebuilding machinery. COMPLETE TRAINING.
Buy with CONFIDENCE from the ORIGINAL
MFGR. For complete details, send name, address and zip code to:

Bold face words or words in all capital letters

11570.

LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES

charged at 60 cents per word. Boxed or display ads

charged at $55 per column inch (one inch minimum). For ads using blind box number, add $5 to

4069-71 N. Elstone Ave., Chicago, IL 60618
Phone: 312-583-6565

total cost of ad. Send ad copy with payment to Dawn
Anderson, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER,
1 East First Street, Duluth, MN 55802.

Automobile radio and tape replacement

BOX NUMBER REPLIES: Mail box number replies
to: ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, Classified Ad Department, One East First Street, Duluth,
MN 55802. Please include box number in address.

Motorola, Panasonic and many others. Large
inventory. Laren Electronics Inc. 3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469 (212) 881-9600
out of New York state (800) 223-8314. TF

Like new Sound Technology 1700B distortion
analyzer with Intermodulation Distortion and
Auto Level Set options. Late model with connections for Stereo Test Panel; in factory car-

parts: Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford,

ton $2100. Like new Radiometer SMG 1c
Stereo RF Generator. More than 55db separation at 1khz. $800. Like new Measure-

ments Corp. Model 940 Intermodulation
Analyzer $250. Call day or evening Ray Valdes 305-557-2317.

RF POWER TRANSISTORS - MRF455A
$17.95, MRF454A $24.95, 2N5591 $8.90,

FOR SALE

STK013 $8.40, AN239 $4.90 More. Send for

Just starting a TV Business? Have most test
equipment you need at a reasonable package price. L. Johnson, 314 Mine Road, Fredericksburg, VA 22401 703-898-1968

free catalog. B & D ENTERPRIZES, P.O.
BOX 32, DEPT. 1, MOUNT JEWETT, PA

GENUINE SONY SEMICONDUCTORS-

2N6084 $14.50 MORE. TV, audio, radio VTR

Transistors 1C's diodes, SG613 $5.90,
REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES -DEALERS ONLY. Zenith 95-2501-2532-2638-

2667-S89633 etc. $19.95. Magnavox
361380-1 $21.95 etc. Sylvania, G.E. etc.
$17.95 to $22.95. Request for price list on

16740 or call order phone 814-837-6820 24
hours.

CHECK THESE PRICES!!

EG, 1-9/ 10-24-SG613-8.50/7.30-SID
30-15 2.60/2.30, -2SC867A 5.10/4.90-

your letterhead. David Sims Enterprises, Inc.,

665 Jerricho Turnpike, Huntington Station,
N.Y. 11746. 516-549-3925
TF

TV TECHNICIAN AND DEALERS, "INCREASE YOUR INCOME THOUSANDS OF

DOLLARS YEARLY," "Rent -Lease -Sell
TV's with a guaranteed system," Send stamp
or call (1-805) 937-4905 for free details, basic
plan $15.00, deluxe version $25.00, master

plan $40.00...Perry's Rental System, Box
1407, Santa Maria, CA 93456.

TF

TF

2SC1114 5.50/4.80-2SC1358 6.50/5.70,
-2SC1124 1.50/1.30-2SC634A 0.45/0.41.
Contact us for complete list of Japanese
semiconductors and pricing information.
Bescor, 547 S. Broadway, Hickville, NY

Picture Tube Rebuilding Equipment with or
without TV Service Department. Produce 48
Quality Tubes per week. Sell to Distributors,
TV Shops and Retail. Everything you need for

a Profitable Business. Very Reasonable.

11801 (516) 822-5988

Write R. Nass, 23 Terry Lane, Pomona, NJ
08240.

TV AND RADIO TUBES 360 EA!! Send for
free color parts catalog. Your order free if not

For sale: Sencore Vectorscope Model PS148
$125. Heathkit TV Signal Generator, factory
wired, crystal control $125. 617-764-8800.

shipped in 24 hours. Cornell Electronics
4215-17 University San Diego California
92105

TF

send a message...
...write here.
1. Number of insertions: (circle)
Start with (month)
3. Amount enclosed: $
2.

1

2

3

6

12

issue (Copy must be in by 1st of month preceding)

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER. WE'LL BILL RATED FIRMS
NAME

COMPANY

STREET
CITY

STATE

ZIP

MAIL AD COPY TO: DAWN ANDERSON, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, 1 EAST FIRST
STREET, DULUTH, MN. 55802.
RATES: 45 cents per word (minimum charge, $15). Bold face words or words in all capital letters
charged at 60 cents per word. Boxed or display ads charged at $55 per column inch (one inch
minimum). For ads using blind box number, add $5 to total cost of ad.
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ELECTRONIC STUDENTS SERVICE
TECHNICIANS-Service/Repair TV receivers
the easy way with the WAVEFORM ANALYSIS CHART and test procedure -$9.95 post-

paid -TELEVISION SERVICE AIDS 548
Cooke St., Honolulu, HI 96813.

10/79

COLOR PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING
EQUIPMENT. SEMIAUTOMATIC ELEC
TRONICALLY CONTROLLED PROCESS.
COMPLETE TRAINING. Call or write Atoll
Television, 6425 W. Irving Park, Chicago, IL
11/79
60634. Phone 312-545-6667.

BROADCAST STATION. Start your own, any
type! Unique Cable FM station operation-in-

HELP WANTED
ELECTRONICS/AVIONICS EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES. Report on jobs now open.
Details FREE. Aviation Employment Information Service, Box 240Y, Northport, New York
11768

8/79

11/79

10/79

WANTED: Used color N's unrepaired in

corders, supplies: Cat $1.00, refundable.
Astro Electronics, 160 Woodbridge Ave.,
Highland Park, NJ 08904.

Southeastern U.S. Must be in fair condition,
no junk, no round tubes. Also B & K model
415 for sale $300. Call 704-375-4199.
TUNER SERVICE serving over 300 dealers
in the Chicago area wants additional lines.
Write or call: Economy Tuner Service. 4901
N. Elston, Chicago, IL 60630. Phone 312282-3939.

WANTED: Vertical rotary burner type necking and sealing machine for picture tubes.
R.E.W. Electronics, Rt. 2 Barrington, N.H.
10/79
03825. 603-742-0717.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Equipment. First class professional Grade. 2
ovens, Litton sealing machine, etc. $5800 or
offer. Call or write: T&C Services, Inc., 37 W.

N Sales and Service for sale. Well established dealership. Excellent location on 5

Quincy, Westmont, IL. 60559. 312-963-

acres of prime commercial property in

12/79

Alpena, Mich. Good gross sales. Business

MATV-CATV INSTALLERS Get lowest

house. (Now has many commercial ac-

prices on antenna accessories, fastest service from ANTSCO CORPORATION. Call
collect, ask for catalog & prices. All orders
shipped same day. Sierra Madre, CA. 91024.
213-355-2510.
1/80

MECHANICALLY INCLINED INDIVIDUALS: Assemble electronic devices in your

Video Tape -4 hr. VHS $15.99, 2 hr. Sony

not necessary. Get started in spare time.

showroom and shop attached to a 4 bedroom

counts). McGirr Reality, 1020 W. Chisholm,
11/79
Alpena, MI (517) 354-3482.

home. Investment, knowledge, or experience

9/79

Above average profits. $300-$600/wk. possible. Sales handled by others. Write for free
details. Electronic Development Lab, Drawer
1560B, Pinellas Park, FL 33656.

SATELLITE TELEVISION -MOVIES,

T.V. Service in affluent Greenwich CT -

$12.25, 3 hr. Sony $16.95, Video Recorders,

cameras. Entertainment Electronics, 8-B
Centre Ave., East Rockaway, NY 11518.
516-887-2550.

SPORTS, ETC. BUILD OR BUY YOUR OWN

EARTH STATION. Send $3.00 for information Satellite Television, Box 140, Oxford, NY
13830.

Give

and

Take.

11/79

For Sale: All new picture tube Rebuilding

4020.

4910 or 885-3137.

tional shipping charges. Send resume to P.O.

ANTENNA. Plans $3.00 each. $10.00/all.
Catalog of others. Panaxls Box 130-ET9

bought, sold, rented. Blank tapes, Video re-

Low overhead. Contact Stan Listzwan, 9909

E. Creek St., Tucson AZ 85730. 602-889-

WANTED

VIDEO MOVIES G/PG/R/X: Beta or Vhs,

TV Servicing Business, $25,000 takes all.

or more. Unique opportunity. 40% commission on labor, 5% on parts, and 40% on addiBox 6456, Oakland Park, FL 33309.

ELECTRONIC BARGAINS, CLOSEOUTS,
SURPLUS! Parts, equipment, stereo, industrial, educational. Amazing values! Fascinating items unavailable in stores or catalogs
anywhere. Unusual FREE catalog. ETCOTF
013, box 762, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.

casting:" Box 130 ET9, Paradise, CA 95969

TUNER TECHNICIAN 18 months experience

LINEAR AMPLIFIER, 2-30 MHz, 100 or 200
watt solid state. 300 MHz COUNTER. Modulation BOOSTER. Omnidirectional BASE
Paradise, CA 95969

vestments/experience unnecessary! Receive free tapes, records. Get your FCC
license! Much more. Free details. "Broad-

10/79

Established 5 yrs. new equipment & parts inventory included -low overhead. Asking
$15,000. Contact JakeSharet 203-531-7949
or write 16 North Water St., Greenwich CT
06830.

AM RADIO reception systems for interiors of
buildings, ships, tunnels, etc. Receiver connection not required. Catalog A, Extronix, Inc.
12/79
64 Gough Ave., Ivyland, PA. 18974.

TV REPAIR SHOP INVENTORY. Stock of
tubes, panels, parts and service literature.
Full line of test equipment, all in excellent
condition. Write to P. 0. Box 538, Big Timber,
MT 59011, 406-932-3344.

TUBES -Receiving, Industrial and Semiconductors, factory boxed. Free price list.
Low, low prices. TRANSLETERONIC INC.
1365 -39th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218E
800-221-5802, 212-633-2800.

Sams CB Photofacts. 1-100 $2.00 each;
100-213 $2.50 each. Rise Communications,
1206 Green St., Warner Robins, GA 31093.
10/79
912-923-7006.

Business Opportunity. TV sales and service
business doing $50,000/yr, Zenith and RCA
sales and warranty. Everything goes, owner
retiring from 15 years service. No. California

Give a little today.
Take a lot tomorrow.
That's what makes
United States Savings
Bonds a great way to
secure your future.
And why over nine
million people like you
have already joined the
Payroll Savings Plan.
You see, once you
sign up, a small part of
each paycheck is set
aside to buy Bonds.
Saving is so automatic,
you'll soon forget
about it.
So buy United
States Savings Bonds.
Automatically,
through the Payroll
Savings Plan.
You won't even feel
like you're giving, until
all those Bonds are
yours for the taking.

Mountain community of 5000 at 2400 ft.

elevation. Only shop within 35 miles.
Write to "Dick"; P. 0. Box 816; Hayfork, CA
96041.

9/79

Radio & TV service business -Same location
17 years. 3 bedroom home plus mobile home
hookup -2 storage sheds -on lot 153 x 203 zoned C1. If interested write Tom R. Ludgate,
P. 0. Box 448, Show Low, Ariz. 85901.

Take

vtu

stock\;,'

inAmerica.

Growing T.V. Sales and Service business for
sale in Northern New Jersey; complete, with

van and inventory. Excellent opportunity;
contact Mr. Richard Trueman, after 7 p.m. at
201-838-6912, or write ET/D box 127.

A public service of this publication
and The Advertising Council
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9 reasons why
the real pros
prefer Endeco
desoldering
irons
1;a

AD II1DEX
Circle No.

Page No.

..7

106 B & K Precision/Dynascan Corp.
107 Beckman Instruments

51

108 Canadian Marconi

54

109 Cooper Group, The

11

110 Electronic Book Club

53

2. Flexible,

1. Operates at 120v,
40w. Idles at 20w
for longer tip life

burn resistant
Neoprene

cord set

3. Cool,

unbreakable
polycarbonate
handle
4. Exclusive
bracket
insures
alignment,
prevents
damage

111 Enterprise Development Corp. ....58
Fordham Radio Supply
5. Safety light
in handle
tells when
it's on

MODEL

510

6. Stainless
steel

construction

'."-- 8. Eight tip sizes.
Comes with
.063 I.D.

Fuji-Svea Enterprises

or off.

9. Converts to soldering iron
with 1/4" shank type tip

39

It's Speed Learning!
Have you ever wished you could read and
learn faster? Do you have too much to read
and too little time?
Speed Learning can teach you to read anc
learn

better.

The average person becomes

108% more efficient. The ability to

GTE Sylvania, EGC

comprehend -remember

and

information

Consumer Renewal

much knowledge and
important to you.

8, 14

use

read -

twice
is

.

.

45

.

5127 E. 65th St
Indianapolis IN 46220
PHONE 13171 251 1231

Circle No. 1 1 1 on Reader Inquiry Card

A Classroom

\

In Your Mailbox !
STUDY

Two -Way Radio

Learn Inc.

58

124 MTI

58

113 Non -Linear

13

114 Non4inear

13

115 Non -Linear

13

116 Ora Electronics

44

102 PTS Electronics Inc.

THROUGH THE
REVISED

Coy 2

123 Perma-Power Co.

MTI

Learning has been approved with
highest honors and used by schools, colleges,
universities, corporations and branches of the
U.S. Government.

50

A 'teacher -on -cassettes' and excitingly different study books will teach you a completely
new way to read and think. You'll learn,
step -by -proven -step, how to increase your
reading skills and speed so that you understand more, remember more and use more of
everything you read.

Whether you're 17 or 70, you'll find Speed
Learning exciting because it's easy to learn,
logical, practical and the benefits last a lifetime. Within two weeks you'll be truly
impressed with how much you've learned and
how differently you read.

OPTIONAL EXTRA: Earn 3 college
credits with Speed Learning. Complete
details and registration form
included with the
program.

117 RCA Corp./Antenna Div.

16-26

Home Study Course
RCA Corp./Receiving Tubes Div. ..12

Send coupon below for free course outline
No obligation - No salesman will call

118 Sentry Mfg. Co.
Providing Training to the Industry Since 1960

35

learn

INCORPORAT E D

119 Simpson Electric Co.

5

120 Sperry Tech Inc.

29

HEIM-ET/D-979
113 Gaither Drive
Mt. Laurel. N.J. 08054

EYES! Ship one Speed Learning program
at $89.95 plus $3.00 for handling and insured

delivery.
understand that, if after 10 days FREE
examination
am not delighted in every
I

study FM two - way

I

radio at home!
am interested in learning more about professional FM two-way radio. Please send me full
details on the MTI training program.
I

104 Triplett Corp. (for info)

Coy 4

105 Triplett Corp. (for Demo)

Coy 4

121 Ungar, Div of Eldon

47

Name

Viz Mfg. Co.

10

City/State/Zip

122 Zenith Radio Corp.
A91

This index is furnished for the readers' convenience.

Mobile Training Institute

However, the publisher can not guarantee its accuracy

Box 735, Camp Mk PA 17011. US.A.

a
Circle No. 124 on Reader Inquiry Card
58 / ET/D - September 1979

may return the materials and all
money will be refunded or credit card
way.

I

charges cancelled.
DCheck or Money Order Enclosed
ECharge my Credit Card:
1] Bank
DMaster ODiners DAmerican
Americard
Charge Club
Express
Interbank 11

Card ii

Address

ANTI

as

very

Speed

112 Hitachi Denshi America Ltd.

Enterprise Development Corp.

-\

Coy 3

General Electric, TV Div.

7. Temperature
control.
Low, high

See your distributor or write

49

due to circumstances beyond our control.

Exp.

Name

Address
3

City

State

Zip

Signature
Subiect to credit approval
Tax deductible under most circumstances

J residents add 5% sales ram
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis EC -A

19

M12.5V P -P

60 Hz

0

O

7.5V P -P

60 Hz

0

O

111111

15.75 KHz

15.75 KHz

15.75 KHz

2.50 P -P

MI0

60 Hz

60 Hz

4.5V P -P

60 Hz

1.2V P -P

10.5V P -P

15.75 KHz

0

15.75 KHz

1000 P -P

0

1575 KHz

76V P -P

0

15.75 KHz

13.5V P -P

0

15.75 KHz

2.55V P -P

MI.7V I1-9

1.2V P -P

3.2V P -P

0

10

15.75 KHz

0

15.75 KHz

IT 1 8V P -P

O

3.2V P -P

15.75 KHz

15.75 KHz

FM 8.5V P -P

0

12.5V P -P

60 Hz

0

PI 85V P -P

60 Hz

al=P -ZERO

2 8V

O

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Electronic Tuning System ET -82, MP -82..1808

1806

SCHEMATIC NO.

_....}

.

I

3.31

4411

.001

2.10

I

sup

Mt

ROC

TUNER

21 I

-C401

1.91

0403

1

1

1

2

112 KC

Ll=

2
3

3

2

ASSEMBLY

4

1310
.

C403

4.2K

R404

1

.3 U591

3

.120

:L/S4

500

.0001

C402
220PF

100

0100

IsIII 13

I C401

3

L402

2

TP7

401

4

10

I

3

0416

100

,N"

1 .12K

0601
OSC
1

.056

CVOS

1

.

1.601

12

OSC 2

VERT

111

l;0

Rso1

14

61.91

PIN .4

FROM T11502

'IVOR

0602

13

70K

4501

CMS

000

TO 01113

VERT 61.1111111

1.110

co04 VERT

0.40

s.rt

500

17 113
TO 40602

1101112 ammo

12.40

TP5,4

V STA KE

TEST

000

.02

:15111.76

15

CR603

. R603

C50 2

II

CS04

i
C609

10V

33K

8605 - .066

1011

SIZE

VERT

0604

20

17K

,0 20103
°

610

'150K

_

6

3

:20

0101

.7
8

.047

6

1200

0506

Rs.

41105

1.8

11

f
C610

.10

*C811

v

RMPVERT

0603

ISK

vs

US11

14.100

5

5.20

4.N

TEST
STAKE
TP2

27

050

.12.4W

121

2211

TEST STAKE

0505

IC501

5.20

,

10

4

1011

122N

8506

ICSOI

TO PIM 1

L_

I

5.20

0605

0501
NORIZ

DRIVER

_J

RNA

2

OUTPUT

VERT.

5.00 1(:) 0607

?c0505

VERT
OUTPUT

0.10

TO RS06

"

TP S

*OFF NARDI

BRIGHTNESS

5

0

470

0005

F 0104

0512

1501

O

L501

CO LLECTOR
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_C613
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4

"
.C1FF

TELLON

I.

CS

3

1502

IN

9

IAN

USE

11.13

m
ee 01oo14

300

INC

* 001

F-1 I-

0102

ji

111.,

OUTPUT

FIUTOSIR T IC

12.4v

LIMITER

BRIGHTNESS

1M/
OUTPUT

111.1voznalliz

0

Shp

L1411

0503

S

4

CO04

VIDEO

0904

.100

JI

drAzi 5...
100
5..

6.20

2

c

2

1;29:

111414

1.0047

I 4.7K
CS24

u3.,

10K

10

010174

61006

ELECT Y.C.

I

S

I

41.010
BUFFER

3.60

1450

220K

WC

VIOLET

.1.2

;WO

"ri?
1201

1.14A

2 *12.44

2

01011

S7V

3.70

1

01003

III

C01006

T.

Ii

40100IIII

II

.014

33008,

Elia 11

006

v

13 xvon30ELS coax)

:°

LS201

YaL°
711191010119160

9101.6710.1

12 0010 P400ELS ONL.I

11

,

Re.

_Ai

11V

C 01611

1

'SLACK

0203 (SONE IXOELS)

r

1

0.415 1.31).._r....,1691"T

TP1JT0

RU01

RU010
OUTPUT 2

1P3
TEST. STAKE

2011002

1- 4

3.31

01010

231

111008

100

T.

_ClC1007

3.9-8

01002

_Low

3.70

7

12.1vV
111006

.047r,

..t.C1011

. C10132CR1001

1K

moo.

L ao1

120PF

5-11

1710047

AUDIO
DRIVER

01001

13.67,

SOO

FoiCE
0

6

185I
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B&W TV Chassis
9JB2X

043 CE-EWIASIS

1

1 *-

161014

SOW

.CI010
,44.61

14.7x

030

S01110

RECULATCO

4

111.2V 4.00

tR1003

61791 PIN 3 10502

1450

2011103

oe
012.10

75PF

TP1

47.4EST

3.111

81002

T."'

/

.OS7

1C1012

1k

-1-03016

13

3

1

91.010 [RIM
14

IC1001

1.5 11142

1203

_LC1004

<EP$

90AR01

CONTRAST

IK

11803

470
CM1101

470PF

3"C13013

010111

II

.12.4V

-0R2031
C311.1.5K

SLUE

II°

UX

=
VIOLET

110

I10

Si

1117

I LIN
181111

1.118

11002

63-1051A or 63-10570-02
(not interchangeable(
Volume Control -Slide
85-1478
ON/OFF Switch

.027 M F -200V

22-7612

12JB2X

.7 U3H 10
<-*-Arr., 12.40 .0311
AEU(
NNT

FROM VERT
BLANKING

01

VIOE02

090

8902

6PF

DRIVER

T1CCPF

J_C1101

jj

II

C4

T

L114
i511

,r=
, TEST STAKE

C.11021S

0,120

CI21

I5PF

ir R202. 2K fl
IC6 IL
L

91.0

A CR6136

I2.1v
2.2K

U2F

6

10

6
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6
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0123

CR 01

10
II1100E030
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=

SOPF

1211

12.40

211PF

°RIVER
°so_DVERT

412.40

ISO

USP

"

4"P 2

VERT

0604

13/

57190

0606

S -SO

T500

201604
7
UV

.7v

ISO

020

3.611

81001

,p,

MP'

0122

CIS

90

12.10

01110

4 650/

10

C612 .1.2K

YOKE

0022

1116

170;1711

2.990

197

6508

0114

T

.

---!1,S7,

62.70

10

5L1L

11115

0103
I .F .

1.2V
3RD

3.901[507 I9
T.0068. 4.00

10

ICOOS

1.20
12.10

REOLLATOR r.sc ILLATow, OUTPUT

(.910505

PHASE
OETECTOR

2

3

90

RIO.,

1

11.60

3.111

0107

1110!

0211

,v
4.20

0

UST

0.90

3.3 K

0504

Z5v

311

11503

-12PF

IC113

401!«0010

'ZrA3
,551

I.'"

I

.1.21

,0512

11. ON

CMS

TRAP

11050

41.251012

19(

ISPf

11

CII2

0102
2ND I .F .

1101

.027 MF-200V

22-7612

9JB2X, 9JB4X 12" SETS

Volume Cont: Rotary
Part of RX204
ON/OFF Switch

.033 MF-200V
63-10638

22-7612-02

9" SETS
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47.25 1842

1810

PANASONIC
B&W TV Chassis 7126A

150-42-014 IF.

1809

Color TV Chassis NP4SX

HITACHI

SCHEMATIC NO.

COMPLETE MANUFACTURER'S CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

ZENITH
B&W Chassis 9J62X, 9JB4X,
125B2X, 125B3X

/T

ZENITH

1806
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o

.4,0

1807
G E.
Color TV Chassis
EC -A
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-e6 T47
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURER'S CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
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,IF
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EXCESSIVE X-RADIATION.

cll

NOT HAVE THE SAME SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS AS
RECOMMENDED IN FACTORY SERVICE INFORMATION
MAY CREATE SHOCK, FIRE OR OTHER HAZARDS, OR

USE OF SUBSTITUTE REPLACEMENT PARTS WHICH DO

AREAS OF THE PARTS LIST AND SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM.

MENT OF COMPONENTS WHICH ARE IN THE SHADED

AND SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM DESIGNATE COMPONENTS
IN WHICH SAFETY CAN BE OF SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE.
IT IS PARTICULARLY RECOMMENDED THAT GENERAL
ELECTRIC CATALOGED PARTS BE USED FOR REPLACE-

PONENT REPLACEMENT IS MADE IN ANY AREA OF A
RECEIVER. THE SHADED AREAS OF THE PARTS LIST

PRODUCT SAFETY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED WHEN COM-

-
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THREE DIGIT COMPONENT NUMBERS ARE ON CIRCUIT BOARDS.
FOUR DIGIT COMPONENT NUMBERS ARE ON ASSEMBLIES.

COMPONENT NUMBERING SYSTEM

Pin 6 & 7 .31 Ohms
Pen 7 & B.3 Ohms
PM 6 & 9.3 Ohms
Pin 9 6 10 .2 Ohms
Pin 10 & 12 .1 Ohms

Pin `6 6 .35 Ohrns

Pin 1 6 3 .6 Ohms
Pin 3 & 4 .1 Ohms

Resistance

N.V.T. Winding
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7.

Dp

Models 310 and 310-C..
hand -size testers
with ADD-ON

versatility.

Hand -size, but big on performance, the drop -resistant
Model 310 VOM with high impact thermoplastic case is a
boon to field servicemen, as well as circuit designers,
technicians, electrical maintenance engineers, and the
price is right on for vocational and hobby use.

MODEL 310 (with 18 ranges) .. . Only $64.
1. Drop -resistant, hand -size VOM with high impact
thermoplastic case.
2. 20,000 Ohms per volt DC and 5,000 Ohms per volt AC;
diode overload protection with fused R x 1 Ohms range.
3. Single range switch; direct reading AC Amp range to
facilitate clamp -on AC Ammeter usage.

MODEL 310-C (with 18 ranges) . . Only $82.
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MODEL 310-C offers the same features, compactness and
size as the Model 310 plus a self -shielded, diode overload protected suspension movement, a DC polarity reversing
switch, a single enclosed range switch, and 15K Ohms
per volt AC sensitivity.
Versatility of the Model 310 and 310-C increases with the
use of optional accessories like the Model 10/10-C
clamp -on ammeter and the Model 101 line separator.
They both come complete with 42" leads, insulated
screw -on alligator clips, batteries and instruction manual.
For a demonstration, contact your Triplett distributor,
Mod Center or representative.
Triplett Corporation, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.
(419) 358-5015, TWX (810) 490-2400.

Triplett performance... a tough act to follow
...Circle No. 104 for information
...Circle No. 105 for free demonstration
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